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Abstract
Onboard trajectory generation capability greatly increases an autonomous reusable
launch vehicle's capacity for recovering from unexpected disturbances or anomalous
conditions. Such capability dispenses with the routine of pre-defined, mission specific
trajectories and contingencies, which has been in use since the early days of the Shuttle.
Newer guidance techniques, employing modem computing power and faster algorithms,
can therefore provide savings in both operational cost and design time, while enhancing
both mission robustness and efficiency.
Weaknesses in the current Terminal Area Energy Management phase guidance scheme
are identified and shown to be remedied with an onboard trajectory generator.
Subsequently, new methodologies are presented as well as an approach to attaining
onboard trajectory generation capability using the NASA/Orbital X-34 gliding reentry
vehicle as the representative testbed model.
The approach utilizes the full nonlinear equations of motion to rapidly generate 3-
degrees-of-freedom descent trajectories for a low lift over drag, gliding reusable launch
vehicle from any portion of the Terminal Area Energy Management flight regime to the
AutoLanding Interface. Full coupling of the longitudinal and lateral aspects, as well as
actual vehicle dynamic capabilities and constraints, will result in guidance outputs that
are both realistic and flyable. Key technology components are identified and preliminary
results and comparisons are presented.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Next Generation Guidance and Control
The overwhelming success of the Space Shuttle entry techniques and algorithms has
given rise to a design heritage both stalwart and formidable in its own right. A heritage
so illustrious, in fact, that nearly all of the designs for modem autonomous Reusable
Launch Vehicles (RLVs) have adopted all or part of the Shuttle's Guidance and Control
(G&C) framework. The situation is not without irony; some of the newest, state-of-the-
art experimental RLVs, like the X-33, X-34, and X-37, built to test the most advanced
technologies in the aerospace field, are utilizing G&C techniques designed to operate on
circa 1970s flight computers.
The developers of the Shuttle were restricted by both memory capacity and raw
computing power available at the time. These restrictions introduced several important
limitations into the entry G&C architecture designed to autonomously bring an RLV
home. For instance, the guidance techniques rely on pre-loaded trajectories defined
several months prior to launch, but only after extended rounds of expensive, labor-
intensive, preflight design by a ground crew of engineers. The resulting trajectories
confine the vehicle to tight, nominal flight corridors and lack the robustness for adapting
to large dispersions in flight conditions. Indeed, any and all abort contingencies are pre-
planned as well, providing nominal abort recovery trajectories in the same "canned"
fashion. This not only prevents the full exploitation of the vehicle's recovery capability,
but also adds to preflight design time and operational expenditures.
The current architecture also ignores the strong coupling between the G&C objectives
and artificially partitions their functions into separate tasks [1]. Instead of working
together to acquire the desired trajectory, the guidance and control systems are constantly
reacting to one another, without any prior knowledge of what their counterpart function is
trying to accomplish. For this reason, the G&C loops must be carefully tuned to each
other to avoid any oscillatory or sluggish vehicle response. Any changes in the vehicle
characteristics stemming from the benign, such as routine mission-specific configuration
modifications, to the extreme, such as in-flight abort scenario damage, may require
complete redesign of the necessary guidance and control interaction.
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The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory (Draper) has begun an initiative to develop the
technologies that will introduce the next generation of guidance and control for entry,
descent, and landing of autonomous reusable launch vehicles. The plan calls for three
key technology components: an autonomous abort planner, an onboard trajectory
generator, and an Integrated G&C (IG&C) framework.
The existing guidance techniques rely on mission planners to conceive every possible
abort scenario and to design a suitable recovery trajectory for each. Consequently, no
current G&C approach has the inherent ability to effectively manage all unexpected abort
situations, which can occur in any phase of the mission from launch to landing. If, for
example, an incident of propulsion failure occurred during the launch of an unmanned
RLV, the vehicle would most likely be lost. In contrast, an autonomous, intact abort
planner would instantaneously assess the vehicle state after an incident and suggest a new
set of runway options that offer the possibility of a safe landing. However, to target the
new runway, the abort planner relies on the guidance system to generate the necessary
reference trajectory.
An onboard trajectory generator creates guidance references from the vehicle's current
state to the desired terminal conditions autonomously and in real-time. Veritably, it is a
fundamental constituent of an inherent abort capability. Equally important, the onboard
generator would eliminate the need for mission-specific, pre-defined trajectories, leading
to greater robustness and performance, as well as lower operational costs.
By coupling the onboard generator with an IG&C framework, the benefits could be
expanded even further. Ultimately, the control system would recalculate the control
gains onboard to complement any new guidance inputs. This ability would not only
further reduce the dependence on pre-mission time and assumed-nominal data, but would
also allow the vehicle to fully exploit its potential in handling any deviant flight
conditions, such as with an abort.
1.2 Background
The NASA Space Shuttle possesses an automatic descent and landing capability, but the
system has never been fully utilized. In the past, the astronauts have usually preferred to
pilot the vehicle themselves. However, even when allowing the automatic system to
make its own guidance decisions, the output has always been subject to the pilot's
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verification and approval. This type of human-in-the-loop interaction lends a level of
intelligence to the system, which has yet to be found on any pilot-less aircraft. Indeed,
the current crop of purportedly autonomous RLVs still uses the Shuttle-based guidance
schemes. Furthermore, most of the documented theoretical advances in gliding entry
guidance have produced only modest changes to the shuttle baseline approach [2].
Most of the recently published research into entry guidance has addressed the high-mach,
atmospheric entry regime where thermal heating issues are paramount. Very few
researchers other than at Draper have pursued an onboard trajectory generation capability
or extended their subject matter to the lower-mach flight regimes. This is unfortunate, for
it is within this region of Terminal Area Energy Management (TAEM), where thermal
issues give way to energy budgeting concerns, that a capacity for increased performance
using onboard generation becomes most impressive. For the Shuttle, the TAEM flight
regime begins with gliding-type flight at speeds of 2500 ft/s (- mach 2.5) and gives way
to the approach and landing (A/L) phase at 10,000 ft altitude [3]. TAEM provides a
descending RLV with its best opportunity to make full use of aerodynamic flight
maneuvers in targeting a runway, and is the region to which a vehicle will immediately
transition during low energy abort recovery situations, such as Glide Return to Launch
Site (GRTLS) scenarios.
Research into the next generation of entry guidance and control has already begun in all
three technological areas. Work on an autonomous intact abort planner was first
undertaken in 1995, when Draper entered into a cooperative research program with the
Marshall Space Flight Center. During that time, Draper developed technologies
applicable to unpowered high mach RLV abort scenarios with the X-33 vehicle as the
technology testbed. In 1998, Draper Laboratory initiated a follow-on IR&D study in
autonomous abort technology that focused on abort scenarios occurring in the unpowered
low mach flight regime. The study extended the previous abort framework, this time
using the X-34 vehicle as the technology testbed. Later that year, Draper employees
Steven G. Tragresser and Gregg H. Barton submitted a proposal for an autonomous
Robust Abort Demonstration on the X-34 (RADX-34), which was accepted for flight test
under NASA's Future X program. Subsequently, the same two authors presented a
review of their concept, including a feasibility demonstration, in a 1999 AIAA
conference paper [4]. More recently, a 2001 AAS conference paper by Edward C. Aron,
et al, also of Draper, detailed the current design and status of the RADX-34 program as it
neared completion [5]. Although this program and the two previous undertakings denote
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the first steps in the development of the Next Generation Guidance and Control (NGGC)
algorithms, it is important to note that the results thus far have been limited to using the
existing Shuttle-based G&C methods. Full exploitation of a vehicle's recovery capability
will only be realized with the addition of onboard trajectory generation (OTG).
Several recent excursions have been made in pursuit of the OTG component of NGGC,
beginning with a 1999 publication on the AutoLanding I-Load Program (ALIP) by
Barton and Tragresser [6]. ALIP is a tool for the rapid, pre-mission design of
autolanding trajectories for the X-34 vehicle. The techniques Barton devised during
ALIP development served as a starting point for further research into OTG begun by
Andr6 R. Girerd. In his 2001 MIT Master's thesis, Girerd explored techniques for
onboard generation using the X-34 vehicle within the subsonic portion of the TAEM
flight regime below 40,000 ft [2]. His findings provided useful insight into the problem,
but pointed toward the need for a more general approach encompassing the full range of
TAEM. Expanding into supersonic TAEM to find this new approach is the main thrust of
the most current research, which is presented in this thesis. However, next generation
guidance is only one half of the solution; new RLVs must be able to guarantee stability
for any type of new trajectory via an IG&C architecture.
In 1998, an MIT Master's thesis written by Christina T. Chomel investigated the
feasibility of using modem control techniques to regulate the longitudinal dynamics of
the X-34 during autolanding [7]. Her study successfully replaced the uncoupled classical
controllers with a multivariable Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) using full statespace
feedback and offline gain design. Chisolm C. Tracy extended the IG&C research into
TAEM in his 1999 MIT Master's thesis after including the full three-dimensional vehicle
dynamics [1]. Unfortunately, at the time, Tracy was unable to fully demonstrate the
IG&C concept using his LQR design due to a lack of typical next generation guidance
references. However, current research into IG&C is building upon Tracy's results to
continue the evolution toward a framework utilizing modem, model-based control
techniques and onboard gain design to fully integrate with an autonomous abort planner
and an onboard trajectory generator.
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1.3 Thesis Objective
Using the X-34 as a representative RLV model, this thesis seeks to identify weaknesses
in the current TAEM guidance scheme and to propose new trajectory generation
methodologies with an approach to adapting them for onboard use. The approach utilizes
the full nonlinear equations of motion to rapidly generate 3-Degrees-Of-Freedom (3-
DOF) descent trajectories for a low lift over drag, gliding RLV from any portion of the
TAEM flight regime to the AutoLanding Interface (ALI). Full coupling of the
longitudinal and lateral aspects, as well as actual vehicle dynamic capabilities and
constraints, will result in guidance outputs that are both realistic and flyable. Key
technology components will be identified and preliminary results and comparisons will
be presented.
1.4 Thesis Overview
The present chapter serves as a broad glance at the main subject of research for this
thesis. Subsequent chapters will narrow the scope of the discussion to specific topics that
build toward a complete understanding of the constituent information. Chapter 2
provides an encompassing description of the X-34 project and the vehicle itself, while
Chapter 3 presents a detailed derivation of the equations of motion which govern this
vehicle in flight. Chapter 4 discusses the current formulation of the descent guidance
used by both the Shuttle and the X-34, before illuminating some of its inherent
weaknesses. Next, Chapter 5 highlights the heritage of the design methods presented in
this thesis, along with a description of several new trajectory generator technology
components. Later, Chapter 6 describes how the cooperation of these components can be
employed to rapidly generate the TAEM energy corridor and analyze its sensitivities and
deficiencies. Chapter 7 presents a new approach to designing trajectories onboard which
exploit the full recovery capability of the vehicle, while Chapter 8 details the results of
that endeavor. Finally, Chapter 9 presents conclusions as well as a section on
recommendations for further research.
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Chapter 2
Vehicle Description
2.1 Overview
The United States' series of X-Plane programs has held prominence since the X-1
became the first aircraft to break the sound barrier on Oct. 14, 1947. Under the auspices
of NASA, this celebrated series has spent the last five and a half decades gathering a
wealth of data and using it to test, validate, and advance many types of endo- and exo-
atmospheric technologies. In 1996, NASA signed a contract with Orbital Sciences
Corporation (Orbital), to design, develop, and test yet another experimental aircraft in the
series, the X-34. The goal of the X-34 program was to demonstrate dramatically
increased reliability and lowered cost for access to space [8]. In pursuit of that goal, this
suborbital testbed vehicle planned to demonstrate several key technologies including
lightweight composite airframe structures requiring little inspection; reusable composite
propellant tanks and propulsion systems; and advanced thermal protection.
Furthermore, the X-34 was to showcase certain attractive capabilities such as rapid
operational turn-around time, robust abort, and automated landing. These capabilities in
particular would stand to benefit immensely from Draper's proposed next generation
technologies covered in the last chapter. For this reason, the X-34 vehicle was chosen as
the representative RLV model on which to apply the guidance techniques presented in
this thesis. The choice is further justified by the large amount of readily available
technical information and experience pertaining to the X-34. Under contract with
Orbital, Draper has developed the entry and autolanding guidance, as well as the flight
software, in support of the proposed flight tests. Also, to satisfy Draper's desire to
internally validate its products, Orbital has made available its detailed 6-DOF X-34
vehicle simulator. Given the name Step, the simulator contains high-fidelity models of
vehicle dynamics, aerodynamic surfaces, and the flight environment. Output from Step
will be used to test and evaluate the validity of the new guidance techniques, presented in
a later chapter, in relation to their more traditional counterparts.
Unfortunately, at the time of this writing, the fate of the X-34 program is unclear.
However, the program goals and vehicle design still embody many of the expected
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requirements for future RLV platforms and space operations. Therefore, the X-34
remains an ideal model for the concepts and technologies in this thesis, with a high
degree of applicability to other forthcoming vehicles. As such, the following sections
present a more detailed technical description of the intended mission profiles, physical
characteristics, and aerodynamic properties of the X-34.
2.2 Mission Profile
The X-34 vehicle is designed to be air-launched from the underside of an Orbital Science
Corp. L-1011 jetliner. Once released, the vehicle follows a pre-programmed flight
profile culminating in an automated approach and landing on a conventional runway.
Some of these profiles call for the X-34 to ignite its Fastrac engine in flight, approaching
speeds of up to mach 8 and a suborbital apogee of up to 250,000 ft. Others are designed
for a purely un-powered gliding descent. Though the following program details have
suffered several changes, the original plan called for a total of 27 powered and un-
powered flights, with the workload to be shared by three nearly identical prototypes: the
A-1A, A-2, and A-3.
The A-1A was to make a series of completely un-powered test flights after airdrop over
the Army's White Sands Missile Range. These drop tests were intended to calibrate data
systems and increase confidence in vehicle performance before moving on to more
strenuous testing conditions.
After receiving and testing its Fastrac engine, the A-2 was to undertake the first series of
supersonic powered flight tests at the Dryden Flight Research Center. Soon after, the A-2
was scheduled to begin a second series of flights at NASA's Kennedy Space Center,
where the vehicle would approach speeds of mach 4.6 and demonstrate a rapid flight
operations turnaround time [8].
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Figure 2.1: Typical X-34 A-3 Vehicle Mission Profile [8]
The remainder of the flight tests, involving the A-3, were to take place at Dryden and
attempt to push the vehicle to its speed and altitude limits while testing various other
RLV technologies and onboard experiments. A diagram of the typical mission profile for
the A-3 is shown in Figure 2.1.
2.3 Physical Description
The X-34 measures 58.3 feet long, 11.5 feet tall, and boasts a 27.7-foot wingspan, with a
planform area of 357.5 ft2 and a dry mass of approximately 18,000 lbs. Due to its delta
wing design, the vehicle has no dedicated ailerons and instead utilizes only four
aerodynamic control surfaces: twin elevons, a speedbrake, a rudder, and a body flap. The
elevons deflect from -34.2* to +15.80 and the speedbrake ranges from 0* (fully closed) to
1030 (fully open) [2]. As is typically the case in other aircraft, the rudder is deflected to
maintain coordinated turns. In this design, the rudder lacks the ability to cause large
changes in vehicle heading angle without creating excessive slideslip, so the vehicle must
bank to produce the desired yaw rate [1]. The body flap is not employed by the flight
control system and instead functions as a pre-programmed open-loop trim device for
successive stages of entry. Additionally, the speedbrake is fixed at pre-programmed
settings while above mach 1.15 and is only allowed to modulate below this velocity.
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The X-34 is powered by the reusable Fastrac engine, which was designed and developed
by NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center. This single stage rocket engine bums a
30,000-pound mixture of liquid oxygen and kerosene, yielding approximately 60,000
pounds of thrust. A general schematic of the X-34 is shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of Orbital Sciences' X-34 [1]
2.4 Aerodynamic Properties
A defining characteristic of the X-34, common to all Shuttle-class gliding reentry
vehicles, is its ability to land horizontally on a conventional runway. However, indulging
this ability greatly increases the complexity of the guidance task. A low Lift-over-Drag
(IUD) vehicle like the X-34, must budget its total energy throughout the entire descent to
ensure that it will reach the target runway with the proper altitude, flight path, and
velocity. Low lID flight vehicles have naturally stringent constraints imposed on their
flight profiles, stemming from less efficient gliding performance, a smaller landing
footprint, and less margin for trajectory errors than vehicles with higher L/D ratios [2].
Many of these constraints can be captured together in a single construct called the vehicle
Energy Corridor, which will be introduced in Chapter 4.
The X-34 can control its IJD ratio to some extent by varying the angle of attack. Figure
2.3 shows the lift and drag trends of the vehicle using a constant speedbrake setting of 550
at a typical subsonic, transonic, and supersonic Mach number. As seen here, the lift
increases almost linearly with angle of attack while the drag displays a generally
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exponential characteristic. A notable peculiarity of the drag plot is the fact that the
transonic drag surpasses the supersonic drag for all angles of attack. This is due to the
drag crisis, experienced as a vehicle approaches and exceeds mach 1.
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Figure 2.3: Trimmed Lift and Drag vs. Angle of Attack
The ratio of the two aerodynamic coefficients results in the L/D curves shown in Figure
2.4. Note that the curves rise to a peak at a particular angle of attack before beginning to
decrease. Maximum Lift-over-Drag is thus attained at that peak angle of attack, dividing
the entire contour into a front and back side. Controllability issues usually mandate
keeping the vehicle on the near-linear, front side of the curve. From a guidance
standpoint, remaining on the front side of the L/D curve is required to sustain flight at a
given flight path angle. The front side provides significant changes in lift, accompanied
by only minor changes in drag. However, on the back side, small lift changes come with
significant drag penalties. As speed is reduced due to increased drag, the required
increase in lift to stay on the glideslope translates to even greater increases in drag. This
cascades into a non-returnable energy decay wherein the trajectory cannot be sustained.
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Chapter 3
Equations of Motion
3.1 Assumptions
The trajectory generation methods fully described in later chapters make intimate use of
the equations of motion for a vehicle in atmospheric flight. To maintain accuracy, all
nonlinearities, including the three dimensional wind effects, have been preserved.
However, the derivations laid out in the following sections contain certain pertinent
design assumptions, which tend to reduce the complexity of the formulation. These
assumptions are listed below.
* the vehicle produces no thrust
* the trajectory generator will always design coordinated turr
term (B) is negligible)
e the vehicle will always reside in a state of static trim (i.e.
moments exist)
e all side forces (Y) are negligible
e the winds, though varying with altitude or position, are
gusts)
* the Earth is flat, non-rotating, and is approximately inertial
s (i.e. slide slip
io aerodynamic
steady (i.e. no
The following sections begin with these specific assumptions. A more general derivation
of the same equations of motion, excluding wind effects, may be found in Reference 1.
3.2 Reference Coordinate Frames
After incorporating the assumptions from the previous section, the following six
coordinate frames are relevant to this thesis for a vehicle in atmospheric flight.
Inertial Frame (i1 , j , k): an earth-fixed coordinate system, approximately inertial, with
its origin at the runway threshold as shown in Figure 3.1.
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Local Horizontal Frame (fh , Jh ,k,): a coordinate system originating at the vehicle center
of mass. For the assumption of a flat earth, this frame is coincident with the inertial
frame and the transformation between the two systems is identity (Figure 3.1).
lb
Jh
Runway
kh kb 
(x
ji (Y )
" ki (Z)
Figure 3.1: Inertial, Local Horizontal, and Body Frames
Body Frame (f, ,b kb): a coordinate system originating at the vehicle center of mass
with the Ib axis pointing out the nose, the lb axis pointing out the right wing, and the
k. axis pointing down through the belly of the aircraft (Figure 3.1).
Inertial Velocity Frame (f,J,,, k): a coordinate system where the i, axis points along
the inertial velocity vector, while the J, axis remains in the local horizontal i - j plane.
The k, axis completes a right-handed coordinate system.
Airspeed Velocity Frame (I, , ka,): a coordinate system where the i, axis points along
the wind-relative velocity vector (airspeed velocity vector), the 'a axis remains in the
local horizontal I - j plane, and the ka axis completes a right-handed coordinate system.
The relationship between the inertial velocity, the airspeed velocity, and the wind
velocity is described in the next section. In the absence of winds, the airspeed velocity
frame is coincident with the inertial velocity frame.
Stability Frame (f,, , ,, ): normally a coordinate system where the i, axis points along
the projection of the airspeed velocity vector onto the body i - k plane. However, with
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the assumption of zero slide slip, the I, axis is now coincident with the I axis. The j,
axis is coincident with its respective axis in the body frame and the k5, axis completes a
right-handed coordinate system as shown in Figure 3.5. The Lift and Drag vectors are
aligned with the - i, and - axes of this frame.
3.3 Transformations Between Frames
The transformations between the reference coordinate frames listed above are obtained
by Euler rotation sequences about the k,j, and i axes in order. Rotating a vector from
one coordinate frame to another entails expressing the vector in the i, I, k components of
the new frame. For the derivations that follow in the next section, these rotations were
accomplished using transformation matrices. A transformation matrix (denoted as Ta2b)
is a square array containing the Euler rotations between the individual coordinate system
vector components as sines and cosines of the separation angles. Rotating in the opposite
direction simply involves the transpose of the particular transformation matrix. The
following paragraphs describe the separation angles and the pertinent transformation
matrices between the frames.
Local Horizontal/Inertial Velocity Rotations: The inertial velocity coordinate system is
oriented away from the local horizontal by rotating first through the angle Xr about the kh
axis and then through the angle yr about the ]h axis (Figure 3.2). The angles Xr and yr are
defined in the inertial frame as the vehicle's absolute heading angle and absolute flight
path angle respectively. The transformation matrix from the inertial velocity frame to the
local horizontal frame is given in Eq 3.1.
khh V-V
Figure 3.2: Heading angle / Absolute Flight Path Angle Rotation
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cosy, Cos X,
T11h =cos y, sin X,
- sin y,
- sin X,
COS Xr
0
sin y, Cos X,
sin y, sin X,
Cos Y,
Local Horizontal/Airspeed Velocity Rotations: The airspeed velocity coordinate system
is oriented away from the local horizontal by rotating first through the angle X, about the
kh axis and then through the angle yw about the jh axis (Figure 3.3). The angles X, and
yw are defined in the inertial frame as the vehicle's wind-relative heading angle and wind-
relative flight path angle. The transformation matrix from the airspeed velocity frame to
the local horizontal frame is given in Eq 3.2.
1h
kh
F'
Figure 3.3: Heading Angle / Wind-Relative Flight Path Angle Rotation
cos y, cos X"
Ta2 = cos y, sinX,,
- sin y,
- sin
cosX,
0
sin y cos 1
sin y sin
cos y,
Airspeed Velocity/Inertial Velocity Rotations: In the presence of three-dimensional
winds, the airspeed velocity and inertial velocity frames must separate both laterally and
longitudinally. The principle behind this separation is one of relative motion. The
airspeed vector must be repositioned such that the vector sum of the airspeed and the
wind result in the desired inertial velocity vector.
For a two dimensional example of this concept, consider a water vessel navigating a
narrow channel through a shoal. If there is a strong current running across the channel at
an angle nearly perpendicular to the motion of the ship, the captain must point his prow
(and thus his velocity vector) into the current at a specific angle. Doing so places a
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(3.1)
(3.2)
h
component of the velocity vector in opposition to the current while the other component
continues to point down the track. This technique allows the ship to remain in the center
of the channel as it proceeds to safer waters.
Following a three-dimensional flight trajectory in the presence of winds is quite similar.
The vehicle must follow an air-relative flight path angle (yw) such that the longitudinal
vector sum results in the desired absolute flight path angle (yr), while also turning its nose
to an air-relative heading angle (Xw) such that the resulting groundtrack motion is along a
desired absolute heading angle (Xr). The longitudinal separation of the two velocity
vectors is defined as the wind angle of attack (cw) [9]. Likewise, the lateral separation is
termed the wind-induced lead angle (pI). The two rotation angles are shown in Figure
3.4 and the transformation matrix formed with a Pitch,Yaw rotation from the airspeed to
inertial velocity frame is given in Eq 3.3. Here the wind vector is broken into its three
orthogonal components: Vx, Voy, and Vw, with Vw-horiz denoting the resultant of the Vwx
and Vwy lateral wind components.
V Vi
a w 
aVa -Vw Va -Vy
kh" la w-horiz Ah w
Figure 3.4: Relationship of Airspeed, Inertial Velocity, and Wind
cos a cos , sin #,, - sin a, cos 1
T 2v = -cos a, sin #, cos#i, sin a, sin #, (3.3)
sin a, 0 cos a,
Stability/Body Rotations: The rotation from the stability frame to the body frame is
accomplished about the common js axis via the vehicle's angle of attack (u) as shown
in Figure 3.5. The transformation matrix is given in Eq 3.4.
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Figure 3.5: Angle of Attack Rotation
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Stability/Airspeed Velocity Rotations: The rotation from the
airspeed velocity frame is accomplished about the common fs,
bank angle ([t) as shown in Figure 3.6. The transformation matrix
Ia
is ka
stability frame to the
axis via the vehicle's
is given in Eq 3.5.
a, s
pt ks
Figure 3.6: Bank Angle Rotation
T 2  K
0
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sin u
0
- sin u
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(3.5)
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3.4 Nonlinear Wind-Relative Equations of Motion
The derivation of the particular form of the nonlinear equations of motion used in this
thesis begins with the position vector description of the vehicle's center of mass given by
Eq 3.6. In the inertial frame (and thus the local horizontal frame), the positive ki,h
direction is down. However, the convention is for height in altitude to increase positively
with vertical distance from the ground. Therefore, the ki,h position component will be
expressed as z = -h (where h represents altitude).
F =xi, + yi + zki = xI, + yjh -hkh (3.6)
The inertial velocity vector is found by taking the time derivative of the position vector
and is given by:
- di
V = idt + jh- hkh (3.7)
However, the inertial velocity may also be described in terms the vehicle velocity relative
to the air mass plus the velocity of the air mass relative to the Earth.
, =Ya. +YV. (3. 8)
Or, in component form, with the inertial and airspeed velocities expressed in the local
horizontal frame,
, = "h + pj, - hk =V, cosy, cos X, h + Vi cosy snXr ,h -V, siny,. kh (3.9)
=V cos y, cos X Ih + V cos y,,sinX , jh -V, siny , k +V,
Equating components leads directly to expressions for the position derivatives. As with z
and h, the vertical wind component Vw is replaced by -Vwh-
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xz = V, Cos y, Cos X, =V, cos , Cos X, + V.
j= V, cos , sin Xr = V, cos ysinX, + V, (3.10)
h = -=V, sin V, = sin y, +Vh
The forces affecting the vehicle can be resolved into aerodynamic forces and gravity.
With the assumption of negligible side forces, the aerodynamic forces result solely from
the perpendicular lift and drag vectors, while the gravity force is expressed as the
vehicle's weight vector. The vector sum of these three forces must be balanced by the
product of the vehicle mass and inertial acceleration. However, the inertial acceleration
may again be written as the sum of the air-relative acceleration and the acceleration
caused by the varying winds.
> F =D+L+W =fm(ia+i,) (3.11)
The air-relative acceleration and the wind acceleration are derived from the time
derivatives of the airspeed velocity and wind vectors respectively. Expressed in the
airspeed velocity frame, these accelerations take the form:
da =Vaa +Va W cosYa -V aj', ka
= cos y cos x, +9, cos y, sin x +V. sin yw)fa
(3. 12)
+(-# sin X + , cos
+ (YVsiny, cos Xw +Y, sin y, sinX, -#k,,cosy,)k 0 ]
The remaining constituents of Eq 3.11 must also be expressed in the airspeed velocity
frame. Since slide slip angle 1 is assumed zero, the stability frame i, axis is coincident
with the airspeed frame f. axis. However, the stability frame J, and k, axes, and
therefore the Lift vector, are rotated through the vehicle bank angle [t about is.. Thus,
while the Drag vector is already parallel to Ia (but opposite in direction), the Lift vector
must be transformed into the airspeed frame via the Ts2a matrix. As well, the Weight
vector must be transformed into the airspeed frame via the Th2a matrix. Doing so and
equating all vector components yields the following set of relations for the 3-DOF wind-
relative equations of motion:
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Ya = - D -W sin y cos y, cos X +V cosy, sin X +Vh sin y, (3.13)W - s g
f, = 9 L cos p - W cos y +--(.siny, cos X, +Y., sin y, sin X, -Y ch COSY (3.14)
WVI g
I= V L sin f+ , X sin X, - IV) cos xW (3. 15)
WV" COSY y _ g
Additionally, the equations for c and I, are found by expressing the vector sum of Eq
3.8 in the inertial velocity frame and equating components.
V V V
sin a V= siny, cosX, - sinyr sin Xr + C cos (.1 6
V, V V,
V,,.xsinXr V,,COSXr
sin = V sa + V- Cos (3. 17)
* Va cos a V, cosca,
The os and $, terms must satisfy the angular relationships shown in Figure 3.4 given by:
a, = Yr - yr (3.18)
f8W = Zw - Xr (3. 19)
Later chapters deal with the acceleration loading on the vehicle expressed in the body
frame. Specifically, the quantity of interest is the body Nz acceleration, defined as the
sensed non-gravitational normal acceleration of the vehicle along the kb axis. To
determine this quantity, each of the acceleration components from the a, term in Eq 3.12
is first normalized to gravity.
Nx. = " (3. 20)
Ny 0 = "V, Cos y* (3. 21)
g
Nza = - V (3. 22)
g
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Then, these accelerations in the airspeed frame are rotated into the body frame using the
transformation matrices from Eqs 3.4 and 3.5 to give:
Nxb = Nx co sc + Ny, sin asinpi - Nza sina cos p
Nyb = Ny, cos p + Nz sinp
Nzb = -Nxa sin a + Ny, cos a sin p - Nz, cos a cosp
(3. 23)
(3. 24)
(3.25)
Note that the Nzb term undergoes a sign change due to the convention whereby positive
Nz is down.
In any of the preceding equations, the Lift and Drag forces may be expressed as functions
of the dynamic pressure q, the vehicle planform area S, and the dimensionless
coefficients of Lift and Drag, CD and CL.
L = qSCL
D = qSCD
(3. 26)
(3.27)
Furthermore, the dynamic pressure term in the above equations may be described as a
function of the atmospheric density, and the airspeed.
q = 2 pV 
(
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(3. 28)
Chapter 4
Entry and Descent Guidance
4.1 Overview
The goal of the guidance function on the Shuttle, X-34, and other similar gliding reentry
vehicles is to guide the craft to a safe runway landing without violating any active
constraints. These constraints can be many and varied, including among others, limits on
allowable aerothermodynamic heating levels, dynamic pressures, and acceleration
loading. In the traditional arrangement, as developed for the Shuttle, the guidance
algorithms attempt to control the vehicle's trajectory and energy, while the flight control
algorithms translate inputs from the guidance into vehicle responses. On the Shuttle, a
pilot typically acts as an intermediary between the two systems. However, future flights
of unmanned RLVs using a similar architecture will have no human intelligence presence
to make up for limitations in the autonomous G&C methodology. These limitations,
especially in the guidance for the energy critical, gliding-type flight regime, preclude the
onboard systems from taking advantage of the full vehicle capability. The limiting
factors are discussed in detail in the final section of this chapter. However first, an
understanding of the functions and interactions of the "traditional" guidance and control
scheme is essential to delving out its potential for improvement.
4.2 Traditional Entry and Descent Guidance
4.2.1 Shuttle G&C Concept
Figure 4.1 illustrates the general flow of the Space Shuttle entry and descent G&C
concept. A nominal trajectory and a set of reference abort trajectories are designed
offline by mission planners well before launch. The trajectories are discrete-ized into a
series of control points, enumerating the representative profiles for all guidance states
during flight. In essence, these profiles are merely a set of control histories arranged with
respect to a monotonically changing variable such as time, velocity, or downrange. They
represent the product of a team of engineers spending numerous months at iterative
design and optimization for each and every mission or alteration in vehicle
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characteristics. Once completed, the profiles are stored in the onboard guidance
computers through a large sequence of I-loads, sometimes numbering in the thousands.
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Figure 4.1: Space Shuttle Descent Guidance Flow
Upon initiating descent, the guidance algorithms function by providing cues to the flight
control for the actions necessary to match the current vehicle states to the preloaded
references. The cues usually take the form of commands for speedbrake position ( 6 sb),
roll (<D), and acceleration along the negative body kb axis (Nz). Once generated, the
commands are routed to the onboard control algorithms, which interpret them and
respond with the appropriate aerodynamic control surface deflections.
4.2.2 Shuttle Entry Phases
As the Shuttle reenters Earth's atmosphere, it experiences a wide range of disparate flight
conditions owing to high descent velocities and the exponentially increasing air density.
Each regime carries with it different guidance concerns and binding vehicle constraints,
rendering any single guidance phase insufficient and infeasible. For this reason, Shuttle
descent is divided into three sequential phases: Entry, Terminal Area Energy
Management (TAEM), and Approach and Landing (A/L).
The Entry phase begins with atmospheric capture at Entry Interface (EI), typically at an
altitude of 400,000 ft and a downrange of 4300 nautical miles from the runway [3]. Here
the guidance system uses bank angle to modulate the vehicle's aerodynamic drag, and
thus control its velocity as a function of range-to-go. In this high mach, aerobraking
environment, aerothermodynamic heating concerns are the most prevalent. So, to
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maintain thermal levels within tolerances on the upper surfaces and the wing leading
edges, the guidance initially commands a constant 40' angle of attack. Early in the Entry
phase, this orientation will be maintained through the explicit use of the Reaction Control
System (RCS) jets. However, as air density, and thus dynamic pressure, increases, the
use of the RCS gives way to a region of RCS/aerosurface blending before finally yielding
full attitude control to the aerosurfaces alone. Once the Shuttle has decelerated through
mach 2.5 at an approximate altitude of 85,000 ft, the descent guidance transitions into
TAEM.
The TAEM phase is characterized by glider-type flight dynamics, manipulated to budget
total vehicle energy and null out any crossrange errors with respect to the runway
centerline. The total energy is usually regarded as an Energy over Weight (E/W) term
which captures both the potential and kinetic energy contributions in a single summation
(Eq 4.1).
E/W =h+ (4.1)
Pg
Mission planners will usually frame the allowable E/W profiles in a downrange space to
define the Shuttle's minimum and maximum range capability. Such a formulation
produces what is termed the vehicle Energy Corridor, introduced under the next main
section heading. In actuality, TAEM guidance uses reference altitude and dynamic
pressure profiles versus range-to-go as a means of maintaining the vehicle near the center
of its nominal energy corridor while maneuvering to the runway. During development of
the TAEM phase, Shuttle engineers decided to split the longitudinal and lateral guidance
channels, considering a full integration too complex [10]. Thus, separate guidance
algorithms use angle of attack and bank angle to handle the altitude and crossrange
requirements respectively.
The premier independent variable of TAEM, range-to-go, is more properly defined as
distance along the predicted ground track [3]. For the purposes of calculating this
distance, TAEM is further divided into four subphases corresponding to five well-defined
ground track segments. These subphases in order of occurrence are S-turn, Acquisition,
Heading Alignment, and Prefinal Approach, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. The TAEM
phase is terminated upon reaching the AutoLanding Interface (ALI), the transition to A/L.
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Figure 4.2: TAEM Subphases [3]
If the Shuttle remains within its nominal E/W corridor, it will bypass the S-Turn
subphase. An S-turn is only executed when the predicted ground track length is too short
to allow enough energy to dissipate before reaching the ALI. In such cases, the guidance
system commands the vehicle to bank at a maximum turning rate away from the runway,
thus increasing the ground track distance. When a complex logical subroutine decides
the E/W errors have been mitigated with respect to an empirically-derived energy
contour, guidance will direct the vehicle back towards the runway and enter the next
subphase.
The Acquisition subphase consists of a constant bank angle turn that is intended to steer
the vehicle toward a smooth interception with the Heading Alignment Cone (HAC), a
construct discussed in the next paragraph. Despite the inaccuracies associated with
modeling an unpowered, constant bank turn with a circular ground track, the acquisition
turn is assumed to be an arc segment of constant radius. For purposes of ground track
prediction, the endpoint of this segment is nominally connected to the tangent point with
the HAC using a straight-line segment, as shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Acquisition Subphase Segments
The Heading Alignment subphase is designed to put the Shuttle on final approach for
landing using the Heading Alignment Cone. By holding to an contracting spiral turn,
while descending in altitude, the vehicle traces out the surface of a cone, as shown in
Figure 4.4. The resulting spiral ground track is designed to null all crossrange position
and vehicle heading errors prior to entering the Prefinal subphase. Here, the lateral
guidance keeps the vehicle on the HAC using radial position and rate errors to generate a
bank angle command.
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Figure 4.4: Flight Path along the HAC [3]
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There are actually four different locations that the guidance may choose to place the HAC
depending on the Shuttle's energy situation when the Heading Alignment phase is
initialized. These include both overhead and straight-in spirals at both the nominal entry
point (NEP) and the minimum entry point (MEP) as depicted in Figure 4.5. Guidance for
this phase is typically initialized to the overhead NEP HAC, located 7 nm from the
runway [3]. However, if the vehicle finds itself low on energy (i.e. long on range), the
guidance system can reduce the predicted ground track length by switching to a straight-
in NEP HAC, or may target the MIEP HAC situated 3 miles closer to the runway.
Additionally, for low energy situations, the guidance has the capability to shrink the
diameter of the HAC to decrease range [3]. This spiral adjust subfunction is based on
altitude error as a function of the remaining HAC turn angle, but may not be accessed
after subphase initiation and is inhibited for turns less than 90'.
A I Right overhead
Left straight-in NEP MEP
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Figure 4.5: HAC Turns
The Prefinal subphase is merely another straight-line segment intended to provide a
smooth transition from TAEM to A/L by allowing any remaining trajectory errors to
settle before reaching the ALI. In this subphase, the primary concern of the guidance
function is to ensure that the vehicle heading remains coincident with the runway
centerline.
Once the Shuttle has arrived at the ALI, it transitions to the Approach and Landing
guidance, and the third and final phase of descent begins. The ALI is usually placed at
and altitude of 10,000 ft and a downrange consistent with the particular design of the five
autolanding subphases. In rapid subphase succession, a steep glideslope is followed by a
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circular flare, which exponentially decays into a shallow terminal glideslope. A final
flare arrests the touchdown sink rate at a desired value while ensuring the vehicle is at a
suitable pitch angle. The A/L phase, illustrated in Figure 4.6, is complete at "wheels
stop" [3].
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Figure 4.6: Approach and Landing Subphases [3]
4.2.3 X-34 Use of Shuttle's Glide Return to Launch Site Scenario
Although the X-34 technology demonstrator is capable of flight at mach 8 and 250,000 ft,
it has been specifically designed as a suborbital vehicle. As such, it will never reach the
speeds and altitudes associated with the Shuttle's Entry phase. However, the energy state
of the X-34 at apogee is very similar to that of the Shuttle when engaged in the
unpowered portion of a well-defined abort scenario known as Return to Launch Site
(RTLS).
If an engine fails during the first 4 minutes of ascent, the Shuttle has no hope of reaching
orbit and must instead abort to a predetermined landing site [11]. In some cases, the only
runway close enough is near the launch site itself. Such instances have been provided for
in the RTLS scenario, which is composed of two phases: Powered Pitch Around (PPA)
and Glide Return to Launch Site (GRTLS). Once the abort has been declared, the Shuttle
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enters the PPA phase and uses the surviving engines to reverse course back toward the
launch site while still gaining altitude. Soon after, the Shuttle's main engines are
shutdown, the external tank is released, and the vehicle enters the GRTLS phase.
As the name implies, GRTLS is a completely unpowered phase of gliding descent. It
consists of three stages, designed to ensure controlled atmospheric capture and transition
to stable level flight. The first stage, called Alpha Recovery, requires the Shuttle to
rapidly increase its angle of attack to 50'. It will maintain this orientation until the Nz
acceleration begins to approach 2.2 g's. At that time, the guidance begins to decrease the
angle of attack and attempts to maintain the 2.2 g level, thus entering the Nz Hold stage.
Once the descent rate has fallen below 250 ft/s, the Shuttle then enters the Alpha
Transition stage and transits to ax values on the front side of the LD curve. From here,
the guidance enters the same TAEM phase included in the nominal Shuttle reentry
sequence, differing only by an earlier mach 3.4 transition.
The ballistic profile characterizing the execution of all X-34 powered flights is very
similar to this GRTLS-type reentry. Therefore, with all other phases remaining identical
to the Shuttle's, a GRTLS-like phase has replaced Entry in the X-34 descent sequence.
4.3 Energy Corridors
Energy corridors, like the illustrated example shown in Figure 4.7, are tools used by
mission planners and onboard computers to predict a vehicle's ability to meet range
requirements while still satisfying energy constraints. During the TAEM phase, the
guidance system calculates the total energy from the separate components of Eq 4.1 and
attempts to keep the vehicle in the center of the energy corridor by flying the reference
altitude and dynamic pressure profiles. The corridor itself is formed from plots of range-
to-go versus E/W and typically bears three distinct contours: Max Dive, Max Glide, and
the Reference.
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Figure 47 Typical Shuttle Energy Corridor
The Max Dive line is defined as the steepest descent path a vehicle may follow without
violating dynamic pressure limits. It represents a trajectory that maintains the maximum
allowable dynamic pressure throughout the entire TAEM regime. For any initial energy
level, the Max Dive trajectory produces the shortest permissible ground track distance. If
the vehicle's energy state remains above this line, it may not only suffer physical damage
due to dynamic pressure loads, but will carry excess energy into the ALI and may
overshoot the runway.
The Max Glide line is representative of the energy decay for a vehicle flying at a
maximum lift over drag (LJD) ratio throughout TAEM. As illustrated in Figure 2.4 from
Chapter 2, maximum IJD is attained at the value for angle of attack that corresponds to
the peak in the IJD curve for a particular Mach number and speedbrake setting. A
vehicle flying Max Glide will procure the longest possible ground track distance for any
given initial energy level. If the vehicle maintains an energy state below this line, it may
fail to reach the runway.
The Reference line in Figure 4.7 depicts what mission planners have determined to be the
nominal E/W versus range-to-go contour. This line corresponds directly to the nominal
altitude and dynamic pressure profiles that the longitudinal TAEM guidance is
consistently trying to match. Since the Max Dive and Max Glide boundaries represent
the lower and upper extremes in vehicle range attainability, while still meeting energy
and dynamic constraints, the Reference may be regarded as the center of vehicle
capability.
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The energy corridor is affected by several natural and dynamic issues, which tend to
narrow or "knock-down" the corridor. These knockdowns include such environmental
factors as density and winds, as well as vehicle and mission specific factors like
aerodynamic uncertainties, ALI target conditions, and lateral maneuvers. Figure 4.7 also
depicts a typical corridor knockdown with the pair of reduced lines inside the nominal
boundaries. A detailed description of each knockdown with several pictorial examples is
presented in Chapter 6.
4.4 Limitations of Traditional TAEM Guidance
Despite recent improvements in the Entry, A/L, and even GRTLS Shuttle descent phases,
very little has been modified in the TAEM regime since its inception. Owing to the
demonstrated success of the Space Shuttle systems and techniques, it seems that many
mission planners consider the current formulation to be the final, most robust solution.
This despite the inefficiencies involved in the very lengthy and manpower intensive pre-
launch design and mission-planning phase. However, noting those inefficiencies, the
potential for improved vehicle performance in both nominal and abort situations also
exists, and in fact, stems from several important limitations in the existing TAEM
methodology.
First, the Acquisition subphase models the constant bank acquisition turn as a constant
radius arc segment. As previously mentioned, this assumption may hold for relatively
small angles of rotation. However, larger gliding turns will not follow a circular ground
track, and will instead inscribe a spiral, due to decreasing velocity and increasing density
with descent in altitude. In an abort situation or a condition where the TAEM
initialization conditions are radically different from the expected, large acquisition turns
may be vital to the safe recovery of the vehicle. Using the current formulation, the
ground track prediction may become invalid, causing a situation where the misinformed
guidance system is tracking to an inadequate energy profile.
Second, the HAC is always placed at a fixed downrange from the runway. Although the
option of moving the HAC exists, it only allows for a one-time shift to another fixed
location (NEP to MEP). This inflexibility not only removes any capacity for fine-tuning
the lateral trajectory to the energy situation, but has the potential for inadvertently forcing
the vehicle from an extremely low to an extremely high energy versus range state.
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Finally, the Shuttle's lateral and longitudinal TAEM guidance has been separated into
two different algorithms, despite the strong natural coupling that actually exists. Thus, by
using the nominal wings level energy corridor as an indicator of vehicle range capability,
the guidance system completely ignores the large knockdown effect that banking has on
the corridor's girth. As will be shown in Chapter 6, with extreme lateral maneuvers this
effect can be so dramatic as to emphasize the need for trajectories which can adapt to the
current vehicle state and its actual dynamics.
The removal of these limitations and inefficiencies requires a new guidance approach that
offers a more timely and robust approach to both designing trajectories offline and
generating them onboard the vehicle. The remaining chapters of this thesis present just
such a scheme, beginning in Chapter 5 with the introduction of new trajectory generator
technology components and their design heritage.
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Chapter 5
Trajectory Generator Technology Components
5.1 Design Heritage
5.1.1 AutoLanding I-Load Program
Many of the trajectory design techniques and methods discussed herein are built upon a
foundation laid by Gregg Barton's AutoLanding I-Load Program (ALIP). Developed at
Draper for the X-34 project, ALIP is a pre-mission design tool used to rapidly generate
unpowered autolanding trajectories for the X-34 vehicle.
During program development, several important design decisions helped to conceptualize
this problem and its solution using the fully nonlinear two-dimensional equations of
motion for a quiescent environment. Foremost, the task of creating a descent profile from
the ALI to touchdown was cast in the form of a longitudinal Two-Point Boundary Value
Problem (TPBVP). This approach, along with the arrangements discussed next, allowed
the imposition of tight constraints on meeting the initial and terminal conditions for
dynamic pressure, touchdown velocity, etc.
This particular TPBVP takes a novel approach to trajectory generation by replacing time
with altitude as the independent variable and inertial velocity with dynamic pressure (q)
as a guidance state. Time history is not a crucial parameter to a trajectory generator (as it
is to the controller that is attempting to integrate and fly that trajectory). Indeed,
synchronizing the trajectory generation process to specific time intervals tends to obscure
the more important aspects of the problem. Rather, by creating the guidance references
over a fixed altitude interval, not only are the endpoint altitudes at ALI and touchdown
precisely delineated, but also the trajectory generation proceeds in a much more intuitive
and straightforward manner. The associated values for time are easily calculated later
from the state histories during post processing.
Using dynamic pressure as the premier dynamic variable to create the guidance states
brings with it two very important benefits. First, q is a much more slowly varying
parameter than the more traditional design variables of, say, velocity or drag coefficient.
This relative stability provides for a more robust iteration on the nonlinear equations of
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motion. Second, since dynamic pressure is directly related to vehicle velocity,
controlling dynamic pressure still implies controlling velocity and energy. More will be
said of altitude and q as they relate to the equations of motion in a later section. Their
mention here is intended to show that the only major item remaining in the development
of ALIP was to find a means of ensuring the longitudinal path taken between the end
points of the TPBVP was physically realistic.
The problem was solved by formulating the Shuttle's A/L subphases (steep glideslope,
circular flare, exponential flare, shallow glideslope, final flare) as well-defined,
sequential geometric segments (Figure 5.1). By ensuring smooth, tangential transitions
between segments, ALIP guarantees that the trajectory is intrinsically flyable.
Furthermore, by selecting certain geometric parameters with direct regard to vehicle
dynamics, ALIP can provide for vehicle load constraints or disturbance rejection. For
instance, the radius of the circular flare segment is chosen so as to meet, but not exceed, a
limiting body Nz acceleration.
(XK, HK)
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Figure 5.1: AutoLanding Geometry and Subphases [6]
Perhaps of greater importance however, is the manner in which ALIP determines the
steep glideslope angle. By specifying an initial q and forcing the change in dynamic
pressure with respect to the altitude interval (i.e. "d) to equal zero, the program is able
to find a unique constant flight path angle that satisfies these conditions. At lower
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altitudes and velocities, a vehicle maintaining this glideslope will experience a state of
near-static equilibrium, or nearly constant q, as it descends. In reality, the equilibrium
glideslope is instantaneously tied to a particular altitude and density, and will vary
slightly with descent. So, even though the dispersions will be small, the dynamic
pressure will not remain precisely constant. For this reason, the unique glideslope has
been termed the quasi-static equilibrium glideslope. The two-loop, iterative sub-function
of the ALIP program that solves for the quasi-static glideslope was a major starting point
in the research for this thesis.
However, though ALIP pioneered some very effective techniques for the rapid generation
of flyable trajectories, the program in its current form is not suited for onboard use. In
order to solve the TPBVP between initial q and touchdown velocity, ALIP assumes an
initial ground intercept point for the steep glideslope (XZERO) and propagates a
trajectory down from the ALI using each of the geometric segments. If the touchdown
velocity does not fall within tolerances, the program adjusts XZERO, sliding it either
toward or away from the runway (Figure 5.2). In this fashion, several slightly different,
full trajectories may be propagated before settling on one that satisfies all of the
constraints. This method of propagating the trajectory to its completion, checking to see
if the terminal conditions are met, and if not, adjusting a design parameter before
rerunning the whole process is termed "shooting." ALIP uses shooting methods with
XZERO as the adjusted design parameter, and this is partially why ALIP is not suitable
as an onboard generator. Although the program usually converges to a solution at a pace
that is considered rapid in a pre-mission context, with sufficiently deviant starting
conditions or uncertainties, the computation time could possibly reside outside the realm
of that required of a real-time application.
Decreasing XZERO
(which increases final q)
Figure 5.2: XZERO Adjustments [6]
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The other limitation to its onboard utility is the fact that by manipulating XZERO, ALIP
solves a TPBVB of unconstrained range. An onboard system must design a trajectory
using the current vehicle states, including exact position. Therefore, the TPBVP for an
onboard trajectory generator is necessarily constrained in range.
5.1.2 Girerd Development
Attempting to expand upon the techniques established by ALIP, Andre Girerd began
exploring the possibility of extending the valid design envelope into the subsonic portion
of TAEM. The major thrust of his research also included adapting the techniques for
onboard use. The fruits of this labor, an MIT thesis entitled Onboard Trajectory
Generation for the Unpowered Landing of Autonomous Reusable Launch Vehicles,
records an approach for doing just that [2]. Unfortunately, Girerd's paper was not
completed until just prior to this printing, and so most of the current research presented
here was undertaken without a full picture of his discoveries. However, certain laudable
enhancements to the ALIP design methodology did come to light in the process of
Girerd's work. Many of these were considered as potential pathways for supersonic
TAEM research and so the results of his venture deserve mention.
Among the more notable augmentations to the trajectory design methods begun by ALIP
was the incorporation of the three-dimensional equations of motion. From the ALI to
touchdown, all crossrange errors should have been previously mitigated, so only the
longitudinal components of the equations of motion were necessary for an ALIP design.
However, as shown previously for the Shuttle, lateral maneuvers in TAEM are often
necessary and commonly expected. Girerd successfully coupled the longitudinal and the
lateral dynamics in his designs using a predictor/corrector scheme. In ALIP fashion, he
formulated the Shuttle's lateral TAEM subphases as well-defined geometric segments, in
order to predict the effect of the lateral maneuvers on the longitudinal (Figure 5.3). After
designing the longitudinal profile, his program re-scrutinizes the lateral ground track and
makes any final adjustments to ensure lateral/longitudinal agreement.
In general, the lateral design uses the initial vehicle dynamic state and position to
calculate the location and radius of the circular acquisition turn segment. The minimum
radius is defined by a maximum allowable body Nz acceleration translated into the radial
acceleration of circular motion. Once the circular segment has been established, a
subfunction lays out the remaining ground track segments, including a pre-positioned
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HAC. Girerd's technique calculates the bank angles necessary to follow the lateral
trajectory as a function of ground track distance to the ALI. It is important to reiterate
that only the initial vehicle state defines the radius of the circle and thus the maximum
turning capability, throughout the acquisition turn.
The longitudinal formulation once again makes use of geometrically defined flight
segments to generate a trajectory from an altitude of approximately 35,000 ft to the ALI.
In general, Girerd's technique initializes with a constant glideslope between predicted
Max Glide and Max Dive limits and merges it with a final glideslope via a circular flare
or dive (Figure 5.3). Yet again, these geometric segments are chosen to satisfy certain
dynamic and geometric constraints. Additionally, the speedbrake is actively controlled to
ensure that the vehicle trajectory will converge to a specific q profile.
Longitudinal Geometry X10 4 Lateral Geometry
6
eit ial Glideslope
4
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eDive (anti-flare)
0 r
-2
eFinal Glideslope 
4 Acq. Turn
-10 -5 0
downrange downrange (ft) x10
Figure 5.3: Girerd's Longitudinal and Lateral Geometric Segments [2]
As with ALIP, some of the methods employed by Girerd, though innovative, are not
particularly suited to adaptation over the full range of TAEM. In particular, the use of
geometric constructs, whose sizes and shapes are preset by evaluation of the vehicle's
initial state, does not provide an adequate solution space. For instance, a vehicle gliding
at subsonic speeds possesses a much greater acceleration-limited turning capability than
at supersonic velocities. Formulating the entire circular acquisition turn segment with a
radius based on an initial speed of mach 3.4 would result in a turning maneuver with a
girth likely greater than the total distance to the HAC (Figure 5.4). Obviously, no
tangency would initially exist, even though it might with a smaller acquisition circle at a
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later time. In short, a fixed, geometrically predefined ground track does not account for
the increased maneuverability accompanying decreasing velocities.
4
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0
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Figure 5.4: Possible
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Acquisition Turn Based on High Mach Number
Furthermore, the use of constant flight path angles to define geometrically constrained
longitudinal trajectories becomes invalid at higher altitudes and velocities. In order to
maintain a constant dynamic pressure or follow a dynamic pressure schedule, the vehicle
must hold to a continuously evolving flight path as it descends through TAEM. Since, as
mentioned in Chapter 2, the use of the speedbrake is restricted above mach 1.15, merging
to a particular 4 profile in supersonic TAEM must be accomplished by altering the
trajectory itself. More will be said of these issues in the next chapter.
5.2 ALIP Set of the Nonlinear Equations of Motion
As previously mentioned, the trajectory generation techniques in this thesis make use of
the ALIP set of the equations of motion, re-derived in full 3-DOF with relative wind
effects. The proper formulation of the set begins with the equations of motion presented
in Chapter 3.
Ya = - D - W sin y, -- (Y cosyW cos XW + Y, cosyw sinX w, + 1Y sin y wW_ 1g (5.1)
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f= g L cos p - W cos y, + -(siny, cos X, + V, sin y, sin X, -Wh cos y (5.2)
WV1 _ g
[ = Lsin p +- sin X, -#v, cos XW (5.3)WV cosy g W
Again, the main guidance state and design variable used to provide a more well-behaved
iteration on these equations is q, defined in Chapter 3 as:
= 2pVa (5.4)
Throughout its descent, a gliding RLV will generally experience continuous deceleration
and exponentially mounting air density. Many guidance schemes include velocity as a
guidance state, due to its direct appearance in the equations of motion and its relation to
total energy. However, dynamic pressure is a much more slowly varying parameter than
velocity alone because the monotonically decreasing contribution of velocity is partially
offset by the monotonically increasing density [6]. Additionally, many dynamic
constraints on the vehicle trajectory are imposed directly on q, such as dynamic pressure
limits or ALI target conditions, and therefore only indirectly on velocity. Finally, using
q enables the aforementioned calculation of the quasi-static equilibrium condition, as
well as further expansion upon this technique.
Converting Eq 5.1 into a form involving dynamic pressure begins with the differentiation
of Eq 5.4 with respect to time.
q =2Va 2 + PVa Va (5.5)
The 0 term may be rewritten via the chain rule as:
= rdp dh (5.6)
dh dt
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which leads to a more convenient form since "%, is a known quantity of an atmospheric
model, easily extracted from tabular data, and dy%, is the vertical position derivative given
by:
dh
= h =V, sin y, +Vh (5.7)
dt
Now, recalling from Chapter 3 that the drag force is given by:
D = qSCD (5.8)
Eq 5.7 may be rearranged and substituted into Eq 5.5 along with Eqs 5.6 and 5.8, yielding
an equation for the change in dynamic pressure with respect to time,
dp q ph 1 - -__ SC9 - g siny, - (windvdot) (5.9)
Sdhp sin y, h )[W
where windvdot =#, cos y, cos X +#,V cos y, sin X, +wh sinyw
Since the methods of trajectory generation introduced by ALIP do not require time
integration of the equations of motion, time need not be used as the independent variable.
Instead, arranging the equation set with respect to altitude supplants the dependence on
the less useful time history with a more intuitive analysis perspective involving the
altitude interval. Executing this switch in Eq 5.9 by the chain rule and rearranging,
results in the following equation for the change in dynamic pressure with respect to
altitude:
.dq I 1p pgSCD 1( V__wh] V,, 'h
dli = 1- u" q - 1- 1 + (windvdot) (5. 10)
dh p dh W sin y,, h _h g smn yw
Following a similar procedure and recalling that relationships for the wind-relative flight
path angle and the lift force are given by:
a, = Y, - Y, (5.11)
L = SC L (5. 12)
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Eq 5.2 may be transformed and rearranged into an equation for dynamic pressure.
W cosy, + Vvth . -(windgdot)
&1 _ i sm, h dh dh ) -I 5.3
SCL CS -2W sin y, dy, da,
pg dh dh
where windgdot = #,siny, cos X, +#, sinyw sinx, #w COsYW.
Finally, transforming Eq 5.3 in the same fashion yields an equation for the wind-relative
heading change with respect to altitude, namely:
gX P9 h WcosXW )] 14
- qSCL sin pt + #sx, (5. 14)dh qW sin 2y, h ) g
Note that in the absence of winds, the heading angle change has no dependence on
dynamic pressure and vice versa.
5.3 Trajectory Propagation
5.3.1 General Triple-loop Iterative Algorithm
The relationships encompassed by Eqs 5.10, 5.13, and 5.14 are nonlinear and
transcendental; they cannot be solved explicitly for the angle of attack (a), flight path
angle (y), and bank angle (). Additionally, the order of the system has not been reduced
by introducing constraining geometry as was done in both ALIP and Girerd's method.
Thus, the algorithm which propagates the trajectory must employ iterative techniques at
each altitude step to reach agreement amongst all three equations. Also, since including
three-dimensional winds in the 3-DOF dynamic formulation complicates the design
procedure beyond solvable measure (due to their dependence on absolute heading angle,
X,), wind velocity will be assumed zero whenever a design includes lateral maneuvers.
However, the effects of longitudinal winds on the wings level energy situation will still
be demonstrated in the next chapter.
Thus, the system takes the form of three nonlinear simultaneous equations:
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q= f(y,a,p,h)
= f2(q, y,a,h)
dli
dX_ = f3(y,a,p,h)
dh
The algorithm used to propagate this differential algebraic system is shown in Figure 5.5.
Initialize q, yo,ao, po
Guess next y, a, p - y(h), a(h), p(h)
Estimate current q based 9ih)aig = fi[y(h),a(h),p
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differential equations d (h)= fAg(h)a yg(h),
Adjust
y ((h)diff = q + d' (h)-dh
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to the desired q
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Figure 5.5: General Propagation Algorithm
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(h),h]
a(h), h]
), h]
The general technique involves partitioning an altitude interval and using the three nested
loops to achieve a balance between all three equations of motion for the desired
conditions at each altitude step. After making initial assumptions of Y, a, and pt, the
innermost loop solves for two estimates of the dynamic pressure derived from two
different equations. The first estimate, q,,g is determined analytically using Eq 5.13.
The second, qdiff combines the differential of Eq 5.10 with a simple Euler numerical
integration to arrive at the current dynamic pressure from the value at the previous
altitude step. A secant root finding method adjusts the flight path angle (y) while holding
a and p constant until the two estimates converge to a match, signifying that the
governing dynamic equations are in agreement.
The next outward loop is tasked with ensuring that the q estimates equal the desired
dynamic pressure at the current altitude step. This desired value arises from the dynamic
pressure schedules that are introduced shortly. The iteration proceeds by adjusting only
the angle of attack before returning to the inner loop with the new a value and re-
balancing the estimates. Once the estimates match both each other and the desired value,
the process continues.
The outermost loop endeavors to design any lateral maneuvers based on either total body
Nz acceleration while in the turn, or a desired change in heading angle per altitude drop
(<, ). It does this by adjusting the bank angle in either direction until the calculated Nz
or d% value meets the preferred criterion. The desired Nz might be derived from a user-
specified loading limit to be maintained while in the turn. For example, if the maneuver
required a "2g" turn, the vehicle would need to bank over until the radial acceleration
component contributed to a total Nz acceleration of twice that of gravity. A desired
heading angle change would almost always correspond to following a requisite ground
track. Both criteria will be used and explained further in a later chapter. Of course, each
time t is modified, the algorithm must revisit the inner two loops and continue to do so
until all three loop conditions are satisfied simultaneously. Once total equivalency has
been established, the process records all pertinent values at the current altitude step
before proceeding by Ah to the next step. A negative value for this Ah signifies a
decrease in altitude.
Experience has shown the algorithm to be very robust for physically realistic trajectories.
Also, since q- itself is a more slowly varying parameter, this propagator can efficiently
handle relatively large step sizes with smoothness and rapidity.
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5.3.2 Initialization by E/W Routine
Higher altitudes and velocities are usually associated with increasingly shallower flight
path angles. Unfortunately, the unpowered equations of motion contain a singularity at
y =0, and their solution tends to diverge during phugoid motion indicated by positive
flight path angles. These characteristics contribute to a much smaller region of
convergence for the general propagation algorithm in the high altitude, high mach
regime. Yet with the wide range of starting conditions possible for this application, a
common pair of initial y and a values sometimes resulted in large iteration errors at the
first step of the propagation. Since the dynamic pressure equation is quite sensitive to
flight path angle, the errors may drive the general algorithm's adaptive gains too high,
swinging the y design parameter into the unstable region and causing the entire iteration
to diverge. In order to ensure a reliable start of the trajectory propagation without having
to modify the initial y and a guesses each time, an initialization by E/W routine was
devised, which has proven to possess a much larger region of convergence and to be very
stable in the upper reaches of the design envelope.
The formulation of the E/W initialization routine begins with the equation for Energy
over Weight, presented in Chapter 4 as:
EIW = h + (5.15)
pg
Taking the time derivative of this equation yields a representation for the rate of change
in energy.
d(E/W) + qp (5.16)
dt pg p2
However, this derivative may also be directly defined in terms of the vehicle's specific
excess power [12]:
d(EIW) TV -DV
dt (5. 17)
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Of course, for this application Thrust (T) is equal to zero. However, for the initialization
routine, the assumptions also include j =0 since there is no information on a previous
q available. Including these assumptions and rearranging Eqs 5.16 and 5.17 for the
derivatives with respect to altitude results in the following set of equations:
_ dp
d(E /W) q d
dh p 2
d(E /W) _qSCd
dh W sin y,
(5. 18)
(5.19)
The initialization routine, shown in Figure 5.6, proceeds in much the same way as the
general propagation algorithm presented in the previous subsection, except here there are
only two loops.
Guess initial y, x
Estimate current q based
on the algebraic equation
and compare to desired q
A
Yes
Compare energy derivatives
based on current and
desired d(E/W)/dh equations
y(h),a(h)
q (h)ag = f[y(h), a(h), p(h), h]
- dp
d(EIW)des 
_ dh
dh p2g
d(E/W)_ur 
- qSCd
dh W Sin Yr
No <d (E/W cur = d (E/W)de, ?
Yes
Pass final y, a on to
general algorithm
Figure 5.6: Initialization by E/W Routine
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y (h)
A
The inner loop calculates qag and compares it to the desired initial dynamic pressure,
modulating x until the two values match. The outer loop calculates the instantaneous
energy derivative using Eq 5.19 and compares it to the mathematically mandated
derivative from Eq 5.18 using the target dynamic pressure. This loop modulates y until
the two values are equal, returning to the inner loop after each adjustment.
The routine performs well for one very important reason; even though the specific energy
of a vehicle at high altitudes and velocities can be very large (on the order of 10' ft), the
instantaneous derivative of how that energy is changing over the altitude interval remains
relatively small (101 ft/ft). Use of the energy derivative in conjunction with the adaptive
gains for the secant root finding method reasonably guarantees small initial errors (to be
iterated out) and therefore much greater stability. Unfortunately, the methods employed
in the initialization do not lend themselves well to formulating the 3-DOF dynamics.
This does not pose a problem at the first altitude step since, for the sake of general
initialization, the trajectory generation process is always begun at the top point with
p = 0. However, the remainder of the propagation must be accomplished using the
general algorithm from Figure 5.5, which is capable of including lateral maneuvers. So,
the y, c output of the E/W routine is treated as a very reliable initial guess that is simply
passed on to the general algorithm to ensure a well-behaved outset.
5.3.3 Dynamic Pressure Schedule
The trajectories that define a return path through the TAEM subphase would be
effectively useless if they did not guide the vehicle to the proper conditions for transition
to Approach and Landing. These target conditions at the AutoLanding Interface, which
signify the terminal constraints on the TPBVP formulation for TAEM, fall into two
categories: the dynamic and geometric constraints.
Dynamic Constraint: The dynamic requirement at the ALI is completely defined by the
specified nominal transition dynamic pressure of 335-psf. While tolerances on this value
allow for actual variances of ±24-psf, the TAEM trajectory may explicitly define and
consistently attain this q- through the use of the dynamic pressure schedule that will be
introduced shortly.
Geometric Constraints: The ALI downrange, crossrange, and altitude position with
respect to the runway ([x,y,h]ALI) are shown pictorially in Figure 5.7. The fixed
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downrange value is trigonometrically determined by the relationship of the steep glide
slope, the A/L design parameter XZERO, and the favored transition altitude of 10,000 ft.
However, about this nominal altitude, design tolerances allow for a ±1000-foot trajectory
error, which is calculated from the actual downrange of the vehicle as it passes through
10,000 ft (Figure 5.8). As well, the nominal condition requiring zero crossrange error is
also granted an independent ±1000-foot discrepancy, giving the actual ALI a basket-
shaped nature shown in Figure 5.7. Mitigation of any possible altitude or crossrange
error is relegated to the flight control system while on the steep glide slope. However,
the approach taken in this thesis will guarantee that the TAEM trajectory itself will meet
the nominal ALI downrange, crossrange, and altitude exactly. Further detail on the
handling of these constraints is provided in Chapter 7.
(x,y,h)ALI
JAq < 24 psf
IAY|< 4 deg
±1000 ft err
about steep
glide slope
z
Figure 5.7: AutoLanding Interface Constraints
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Error ALI
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Figure 5.8: Using Downrange to Calculate Altitude Error at ALI
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The final geometric constraint is the vehicle flight path angle at ALI. Optimally, the
flight path would be coincident with the steep glide slope angle of -20.5', however
tolerances allow for ±4' of error upon transition. Utilizing a properly defined dynamic
pressure schedule, which terminates at the ALI dynamic pressure constraint, ensures that
the final flight path for the TAEM trajectory always resides well within these bounds. As
with the quasi-static equilibrium glideslope, q- values at lower altitudes are associated
with a unique y whereby relatively small changes in altitude yield little or no changes in
dynamic pressure. The flight path angle constraint of -20.5' at the ALI was chosen due
to its status as the quasi-static equilibrium value for 335-psf halfway down the steep
glideslope. As such, a trajectory delineating a dynamic pressure schedule which
approaches 335-psf with 5Ydh of zero at 10,000 ft will also automatically approach a y of
-20.50 within one or two degrees. Support for this claim is shown in Figure 5.11 at the
end of this chapter
Dynamic Pressure Schedule: The values for the desired q- mentioned in the previous
two subsections are found in a dynamic pressure versus altitude table formed prior to
initialization. The table assigns a single dynamic pressure to each altitude step and thus
defines the dynamic pressure schedule that the vehicle will experience while flying down
the trajectory.
The character of the dynamic pressure schedules specific to the work in this thesis will be
illuminated in the next chapter. However, the general nature of these schedules is
arbitrary. It may define, as shown in Figure 5.9, an unvarying, constant q- profile, or a
purposely-wandering pressure path. The only major concerns are that the variances
between q values at adjacent altitude steps remain physically realistic and that the
schedule itself defines a path to the ALI target ij condition. A single approach to doing
both makes use of a quadratic 5d form to ensure that the schedule moves from the initial
to final value with no discontinuities or dynamic violations. The remainder of this
subsection describes the general technique of integrating a quadratic in the q- -space to
define the schedule based on the number of altitude steps. The general form of the
quadratic is given in Eq. 5.20.
'q = a(st -c) 2 +b (5.20)
dh
where the independent variable, st, represents the integer valued number of altitude steps
over which the quadratic is to be in effect.
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Figure 5.9: Dynamic Pressure Schedules
The total amount of steps that the vehicle will use to attain the final dynamic pressure
value uniquely determines the coefficients of the quadratic. The coefficient a is
calculated to ensure that the quadratic equals zero at both the initial and final altitude for
the change in pressure. The value of c is automatically determined as the halfway
altitude at which point the maximum 4I/ is achieved. The constant b becomes the value
of d at that maximum and is found by integrating the quadratic from zero to c,
yielding:
q5 - qi ac32 = - -+bc (5. 21)
2 3
The ,4d plots for the two example pressure schedules from Figure 5.9 are shown in
Figure 5.10. Here, the use of the quadratic to ensure smooth transitions between initial
and final q- values is quite visible.
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Figure 5.10: Quadratic Form for Controlling Z/h
5.4 Summary
The four technology components described in this chapter are summarized by:
e The ALIP Set of Nonlinear Equations of Motion
" The General Triple Loop Iterative Propagation Algorithm
e The E/W Initialization Routine
e The Dynamic Pressure Schedule
The cooperation of these participants now enables the rapid generation of supersonic
TAEM trajectories. Once initialized by the E/W routine, the general propagation
algorithm iterates on the nonlinear equations of motion at each altitude step to define a
trajectory which follows a given dynamic pressure schedule. Figure 5.11 presents
profiles of some critical parameters for the two wings level schedules given in Figure 5.9.
Of particular note is the fact that since both schedules terminate at the ALI-mandated
335-psf with zero $Ydl, both flight path angle profiles converge towards -20.5' without
actually controlling y.
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Figure 5.11: Critical Parameter Profiles for Two Full Trajectories
Additional verification of this propagation technique is provided by a comparison with
the X-34's Step simulation tool. Since Step uses a high-fidelity 6-DOF model of the
vehicle dynamics, its output contains highly correlated profiles for all key flight
parameters resulting from a particular mission (angle of attack, dynamic pressure, Nz,
etc.). If the trajectory generator can create open-loop feedforward commands for these
parameters under the same design conditions (aero coefficient data, mass profiles,
environmental data, etc.), the actual vehicle will fly the desired traj.ectory with no errors.
So, by feeding the dynamic pressure profile from the Step output, as well as a few other
mission-defining profiles like speedbrake deflection and heading angle, into the
propagator presented in this chapter, one can compare both the generated and simulated
values for the important flight parameters. A close correspondence indicates that the
assumptions made in the derivation of the equations of motion, and indeed the entire
propagation approach, constitute a valid representation of the true vehicle dynamics.
For this comparison, the output from a Step run simulating a typical high mach, powered
flight was utilized after engine cutoff from apogee down to the ground. The results of the
Z:)6
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propagation algorithm parsing up the altitude interval and using Step's dynamic pressure
output as the ij schedule are shown below. Figure 5.12 gives a summary of the signals
taken from Step and input directly into the propagator while the remaining figures show
the results of this operation. As seen here, the corresponding designs of several flight
parameters mathematically crucial to following the dynamic pressure schedule under
these conditions are nearly identical to their simulated counterparts. The more notable
discrepancies appearing in the graphs, as in the angle of attack comparison, are the result
of certain algorithm sensitivities, which are discussed in Appendix A. Yet, even with the
minor disparities, these excellent results lend credibility to the use of the equations and
the propagation method in subsequent chapters and future research.
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Figure 5.12: Step Outputs / Propagator Inputs
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of Angle of Attack Outputs
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Chapter 6
Energy Corridors
6.1 Overview
The energy corridors introduced in Chapter 4 are an integral component of the current
TAEM guidance scheme. In most cases, the corridors represent the end product of
numerous man-hours of trajectory design and optimization. However, the technology
components from the previous chapter enable the creation of an automatic corridor
generator, which can be used as a rapid design tool to reduce pre-mission planning time.
As shown in Figure 6.1, this tool encapsulates the offline mission-planning component of
the next generation TAEM trajectory generation concept.
Figure 6.1: TAEM Trajectory Generation Concept Flow
This chapter presents the overarching methodology for producing the energy corridors
and the reference energy profiles at their centers. Early sections discuss in detail the
particular nuances of each boundary line and the center of capability, while later sections
describe the corridor knockdowns and their effects.
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6.2 Corridor Formulation
6.2.1 Max Dive
The Max Dive (MD) boundary corresponds to the steepest path a vehicle may follow
without violating the maximum dynamic pressure constraint. Holding to this path, a
descending RLV would theoretically experience a maximum constant pressure while
achieving the minimum total ground track length possible. For the X-34, the max
dynamic pressure has been placarded conservatively at 500-psf, beyond which, the
vehicle may begin to suffer physical damage. So, programmatically, Max Dive can be
conveniently represented as a constant q descent trajectory at this maximum pressure
limit. Also, in keeping with this "steepest possible dive" logic, the speed brake, once it is
free to modulate below mach 1.15, is saturated open at 1030. This ensures that the
trajectory defines the uttermost limit of vehicle dive capability.
Unlike the quasi-static equilibrium glideslope, suitable for low altitudes and velocities,
the y profile needed to maintain a steady q is not constant. Instead, the vehicle must
follow a continuously evolving flight path as it decelerates through TAEM and plunges
into the ever-thickening atmosphere. A typical trajectory, which maintains 500-psf over
a portion of the high altitude regime, is shown in Figure 6.2. Notice the distinctly
curving nature of the flight path as it descends from 100,000 ft.
15 10
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Figure 6.2: Typical Flight Path for a Constant qY Trajectory
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The figure only shows the upper portion of the altitude regime over which the Max Dive
profile may be formed. Below this level it becomes increasingly difficult to maintain
such a high dynamic pressure in the presence of increasing density and atmospheric drag.
In fact, to design a trajectory that does so, the Lift force must essentially flip signs and
aid the weight vector in pulling the vehicle down into an increasingly steeper dive.
Obviously, this is an undesirable flight condition that should be avoided in the design
process.
Protecting against the instabilities of negative lift requires nothing more complicated than
relaxing the dynamic pressure levels. To some extent, the lower the value of q, with its
corresponding velocity, the easier it is to maintain at lesser altitudes. When the trajectory
generation process nears the unstable region of negative lift, the dynamic pressure
schedule is adjusted away from the 500-psf limit using the quadratic from the previous
chapter. The new target q is the ALI dynamic pressure condition of 335-psf, which the
schedule approaches languorously, so as to remain at higher pressures (and thus steeper
flight paths) as long as possible (Figure 6.3).
Following an exact dynamic pressure schedule in this way is a different approach than
that taken by the Shuttle. Chapter 2 briefly mentioned the drag crisis effect, where a
vehicle experiences a rapid increase in drag as it enters the transonic region.
Consequently, if the vehicle were to hold a constant flight path angle as it decelerated
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Figure 6.3: Typical Max Dive Dynamic Pressure Profile
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through mach 1, it would also experience a large dip in dynamic pressure. This effect,
commonly referred to as the q bucket, is depicted in Figure 6.4. If the vehicle were to
relinquish control of the flight path and instead hold to a constant dynamic pressure
schedule, the effects of the bucket would then show up in the y profile, as it dives steeper
to maintain the q- and then flares up on the other side (Figure 6.5).
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The designers of the Shuttle TAEM phase chose to institute a gradually changing flight
path through the entire transonic region and to allow the q- surge. In return, the Shuttle
crew experiences smaller Nz loads at the sacrifice of a bit more vehicle range flexibility.
However, the X-34 is unmanned and need not suffer these restrictions.
6.2.2 Max Glide
The Max Glide (MG) boundary follows the maximum lift-over-drag contour in order to
accumulate maximum range. In effect, this line represents the furthest horizontal
distance a vehicle may achieve and therefore the longest ground track for a wings level
profile. To extract the greatest possible range while aloft, the speedbrake, once free to
modulate, is fully closed at 00. Thus, if the energy state of the vehicle falls below the
Max Glide boundary, the targeted runway cannot be reached.
In order to fly max L/D, a descending RLV must maintain its angle of attack at the ca
corresponding to the peak in the L/D curve. However, as shown in Figure 6.6, the
particular value of that angle changes continuously with velocity and speedbrake setting,
and may do so abruptly owing to limitations on the resolution of the aerodynamic
coefficient data. Consequently, the ax, y, and q- profiles for a trajectory which chases the
pivotal max LD angle of attack will be undesirably choppy or meandering (Figure 6.6).
A more elegant approach is to find a constant q profile that closely approximates the
Max Glide line. This not only provides a smoother trajectory, but also standardizes the
generation method in accordance with the Max Dive technique. Also shown in Figure
6.6 are the profiles for a 110-psf constant j trajectory initializing at the same energy
state as the max L/D run. As seen here, the 1 10-psf trajectory closely mimics the E/W
line for max L/D, yielding nearly the same ultimate range. What is more, the 1 10-psf c,
y, and q- profiles are comparatively much less erratic than their counterparts.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of Max IJD and 1 10-psf Max Glide Trajectories
For these reasons, Max Glide is henceforth formulated as a 1 10-psf trajectory. Of course,
the actual Max Glide trajectory must be diverted to the ALI target conditions, in the same
fashion as the Max Dive. However, as a constant 1 10-psf trajectory may be generated in
its entirety without encountering the negative lift phenomenon, the alteration of the qj
schedule to target the ALI dynamic pressure must be triggered arbitrarily. Currently, this
trigger is in the form of a 40,000 ft minimum altitude switch, whereby all constant q-
trajectories are forced to target the final q if they have not already encountered the
negative lift protect. Thus, the nominal Max Glide dynamic pressure profile appears as in
Figure 6.7, and the energy corridor with both Max Dive and Max Glide boundary lines is
shown in Figure 6.8.
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6.2.3 The Reference
An energy profile down the middle of the energy corridor represents the vehicle's center
of capability in rejecting energy and range dispersions while endeavoring to make the
chosen runway. Since treading this central path would theoretically result in a condition
of maximum robustness, it is often the mission designers' reference descent profile of
choice and is thus consistently referred to here as the Reference. However, finding the
exact central path down the corridor had proven less helpful than originally expected. A
trajectory which navigates the simple midpoint range values between the Max Dive and
Max Glide limits, is very difficult to reconstruct precisely. Extracting approximate y or
q profiles from the uncorrelated, normalized ground track distance is possible, but never
truly realistic. Also, further study indicated that the ideal Reference line may not actually
lie down the exact middle of the corridor, but may be biased toward one side or the other.
For example, it is much easier, from a trajectory continuity and Nz-loading perspective,
for the X-34 to dump kinetic energy by flaring to a "colder" q than to add kinetic energy
by diving to a "hotter" i. So, a more robust trajectory might lay closer to the "hotter"
Max Dive line.
These results indicated E/W's poor suitability as a trajectory design space. Limited
research showed that design in the q -space not only performed much better, but allowed
the designer to work with the q- constraints directly. Yet, even when using the dynamic
pressure as the design variable, a standardized q profile that produced the optimum
energy trajectory remained elusive. So, a preliminary approach for design feasibility
assumed that the center of capability could be represented by a constant q schedule,
defined by the methods outlined below.
Since the formulation of Max Dive and Max Glide has led to a standardized method of
generating TAEM trajectories, there exists any number of valid constant q trajectories
within the corridor. Figure 6.9 was created by generating a spread of constant dynamic
pressure profiles from 110 to 500 in 10-psf increments. Each of the thin solid lines
between the dotted boundaries represents a possible TAEM descent trajectory, all of
which have been forced by either the same altitude trigger or negative lift protect to meet
the ALI target conditions with a nominal A/L speed brake setting of 55'. Taking the
weighted average of the ground track ranges at specific energy levels yields a path down
the center of the corridor. By then finding the weighted mean of all ;j values at the same
energy levels, it is possible to reconstruct a dynamic pressure schedule which not only
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fits the standardized form, but closely approximates the central path. The new trajectory,
generated using this schedule and considered here to be the Reference, is represented in
Figure 6.9 by the hash-marked line. The initial q for this line was 305-psf.
Directly resulting from Eq 5.15, a vehicle entering TAEM will have a different energy
state for differing values of q and altitude. A descent trajectory at a lower q value
would necessarily cross mach 3.4 and enter into TAEM at a greater altitude than one at a
higher q-. Figure 6.9 depicts the Max Dive and Max Glide lines emerging from the same
E/W and at an energy level well beyond the normal scope of this phase. This was done
for the purposes of analytical convenience, as well as demonstrating the generality of the
method, but does not lend itself well to discerning the realistic transition point into
TAEM. Therefore, the figure bears a mach 3.4 contour superimposed on a fully
constructed corridor, to designate where the actual applicability of the corridor begins.
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Figure 6.9: Spread of Valid Energy Trajectories
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6.3 Corridor Knockdowns
In general, the wider the energy corridor, the greater the vehicle's ability to both handle
dispersions when transitioning into TAEM and satisfy the conditions for the targeted
runway. Several factors affecting the energy corridor's width and range variance can
generally be grouped into two categories: uncertainty knockdowns and mission
knockdowns. The uncertainty knockdowns include the environmental uncertainties
(density dispersions and longitudinal wind effects) and the vehicle uncertainties
(aerodynamic coefficient and mass properties uncertainty), while the common mission
design knockdowns include lateral maneuvers and ALI target conditions. A corridor
generator should be able to account for these factors in order to give a more accurate and
conservative representation of the vehicle's capability.
6.3.1 Uncertainty Knockdowns
Density: Dispersions away from the nominal density curve, caused by either warmer or
colder weather than expected, will affect how the vehicle flies the trajectory. Density is
an integral component of the equations of motion and is a major factor in determining the
forces of Lift and Drag. However, its overall effect on the corridor is slight, as shown in
Figure 6.10. These graphs depict the effects of a 2-a hotter and colder day respectively,
where a is defined as the standard deviation of the statistical data.
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Figure 6.10a: Corridor Knockdowns Caused by 2-a Hot Day
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Figure 6.10b: Corridor Knockdowns Caused by 2-a Cold Day
Wind: Nontrivial longitudinal winds encountered while descending through TAEM will
dramatically affect the vehicle's energy budget. Longitudinal winds are comprised of the
resultant horizontal winds (V,,, Vwy) aligned with the horizontal projection of the inertial
velocity vector and the vertical wind component (Vwh). Lateral winds perpendicular to
the velocity projection have very little effect on the energy situation, as they merely
induce a lead angle needed to stay on the required heading. The knockdowns caused by
allowing the worst-case 1- and 2-a head- or tailwinds to enter into the trajectory
formulation can be seen in Figures 6.11 and 6.12.
A cursory glance at these figures reveals that the winds not only influence the width of
the corridor, but cause a distinct shift in its inclusive range values as well. The 1- and 2-
a headwinds slightly reduce the corridor and push it toward the lower values of ground
track distance. This is to be expected, as the presence of a headwind can dramatically
reduce the attainable range of a gliding aircraft. On the other hand, the tailwinds not only
shift the corridor toward larger distance values, but even act to widen it. Again, this
phenomenon is consistent with common experience, wherein the added push of the wind
can greatly extend a glider's reach.
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Figure 6.1la: Corridor Knockdown Caused by 1-a Headwinds
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Figure 6.11b: Corridor Knockdown Caused by 2-a Headwinds
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Figure 6.12a: Corridor Knockdown Caused by 1-a Tailwinds
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Figure 6.12b: Corridor Knockdown Caused by 2-a Tailwinds
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Aerodynamic Coefficients: When a new aircraft is flown for the first time, there is
usually a nontrivial amount of uncertainty in its actual flight characteristics. The vehicle
may actually have more lift or possibly less drag than expected, or any other such
combination. When this uncertainty enters into the energy corridor formulation, the
effect is dramatic. Figure 6.13 shows 1- and 2-a aero coefficient uncertainty runs for a
worst-case scenario where Max Dive displays high lift / low drag and Max Glide displays
low lift / high drag. Notice how the energy corridor is quickly pinched off, denoting
unrealistic flight conditions above the closure.
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Figure 6.13a: Knockdown From Worst-Case 1-a Aero Coefficient Uncertainty
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Figure 6.13b: Knockdown From Worst-Case 2-a Aero Coefficient Uncertainty
Mass Properties: While a vehicle's dry mass and moment characteristics are usually
well known, the fuel loading may induce some measure of uncertainty in the actual mass
properties. Since the X-34 utilizes fuel dumping to offload excess propellant after
burnout, the mass properties should return to their near-dry weight values. However,
unexpected burnout conditions or fuel residuals may lead to center of gravity (Cg) offsets
or percent mass uncertainty which will alter vehicle performance and capability. Figure
6.14 shows the altered corridor accounting for 5% additional mass or a 6-in Cg offset
forward. As indicated, the corridor is only slightly sensitive to these mass uncertainties.
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Figure 6.14a: Knockdown From 5% Heavy Mass Uncertainty
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Figure 6.14b: Knockdown From 6-in Cg Forward Uncertainty
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Total Knockdowns: Once all potential uncertainty knockdowns have been delineated,
the mission planner may want to predict the total collective effect they will have on the
wings level energy corridor for a particular mission. This can be found using the Root
Sum of the Squares (RSS) of the difference in the ground track distance values between
the nominal corridor and all applicable uncertainties. Table 6.1 lists two examples of
worst-case scenarios where knockdowns have been combined separately on the Max
Glide and Max Dive so as to always cause a contraction of the corridor. However, since
the worst-case 1- and 2-a aerodynamic coefficient uncertainties are such driving factors,
these total knockdowns, shown in Figure 6.15, will only manifest as a slight shifting of
the shaded regions in Figure 6.13.
Table 6.1: Uncertainty Combinations for Total Knockdowns
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Figure 6.15a: Total Knockdown From Sample Worst-Case 1-a Uncertainties
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Figure 6.15b: Total Knockdown From Sample Worst-Case 2-a Uncertainties
6.3.2 Mission Knockdowns
Strictly speaking, forcing the TAEM trajectories to meet the ALI target conditions at the
terminal point induces a mission-defined knockdown on the energy corridor. The distinct
funnel shape at the bottom of all of the corridors presented above is a direct result of the
dynamic pressure scheduling to 335-psf. However, there is one other mission
knockdown which has just as dramatic an effect.
Lateral Maneuvers: All other parameters being held constant, any time a vehicle banks,
it will descend faster, since it has rolled the Lift vector over such that its full force is no
longer pulling in the vertical direction. This circumstance is called dumping lift or bank-
to-dive and is sometimes used by conventional aircraft to descend quickly at the expense
of incurring a transient heading and crossrange error [13]. As the aircraft banks, it will
begin to dive, causing an increase in velocity and dynamic pressure. To prevent over-
speeding and to hold a desired qY, the aircraft must flare up. The resultant flight path is
steeper than that which would be required without bank, but not as steep as that which
would result from allowing q to rise unchecked. The application in this thesis requires
the vehicle to follow an exact dynamic pressure schedule, so the trajectory must be
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adjusted to maintain the desired q during banking. Therefore, the trajectory design
automatically reacts to lateral maneuvers by decreasing y (more negative) and increasing
a as shown in Figure 6.16. As a consequence, sustained lateral maneuvers can have a
substantial effect on the energy corridor (Figure 6.17).
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Figure 6.16: Effect of Bank on y and a Profiles
The knocked-down corridor in Figure 6.17 was created by generating trajectories which
followed the nominal Max Dive and Max Glide q schedules, but did so while holding a
turn at a constant Nz of 0.6g. As described in Chapter 5, the outer loop of the general
propagation algorithm is capable of selecting a value for bank angle to match a specified
total Nz at each iteration point. Indeed, the algorithm can produce turns at any arbitrary
Nz value, provided it is not less than that required to fly the profile at wings level, or
greater than the actual capability of the vehicle. Figure 6.18 depicts the ground tracks for
a family of constant Nz turns for a Max Glide trajectory.
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Figure 6.17: Knockdown Caused by 0.6g Sustained Lateral Maneuver
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Figure 6.18: Family of Constant Nz Turns
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Although generally fanciful, creating a spiral turn such as these can be useful for two
reasons. First, it provides a measure of the malleability of the entire ground track for a
particular q profile at a specified Nz limit. This flexibility can be characterized by the
d h, the achievable heading angle change per altitude step, or visualized more intuitively
by multiplying this term by dh and converting from radians to degrees. The operation
results in a dX array, which delineates the maximum number of degrees of heading angle
change allowable between an iteration point and its predecessor for a given Nz limit.
This information will prove extremely useful in the next chapter.
Second, when compared with the same profile flown at wings level, the constant Nz
lateral maneuver reveals the extremes of the ground track range variance. This
comparison is made graphically in Figure 6.19. Notice the disparity in the ultimate
ground track distance obtained when flying a Max Dive and Max Glide trajectory from
the same energy state at both wings level and a constant 0.6g bank Nz.
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Figure 6.19: Ground Track Range Comparison of Wings Level and Banked Profiles
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Though the cumulative effect of sustained banking on the ground track is most assertive
in the lower q trajectories, it is pervasive by varying degrees throughout all trajectories.
However, since continuous banking is generally rare, the preceding plot fails to clearly
show the actual sensitivity of the bank-induced ground track variation at each point in the
design. The effect is notably stronger at subsonic velocities, but persists throughout the
entire supersonic regime as well. This trend can be seen versus Mach number in Figure
6.20, which presents the percent difference in ground track length achieved at each
altitude step between the pairs of wings level and banked trajectories that make up Figure
6.19.
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Figure 6.20: % Error in Ground Track Distance Covered at Each Altitude Step
As shown here, the disparity in the horizontal ranges remains a smaller percentage of the
distances nominally accrued, only spiking as the vehicle passes through and below the
transonic region. However, due to the larger velocities and shallower glideslopes at high
Mach numbers, the ground track distance accumulation is much greater at the top of the
profile, such that the cumulative effect of banking early in the trajectory can surpass that
of later maneuvers. This bias is clearly shown in Figure 6.21, which characterizes the
distance errors with respect to the total wings level ground track length.
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Figure 6.21: % Distance Error with Respect to Total Ground Track Length
In terms of the energy corridor, the impact of large lateral maneuvers both early and late
in the descent is very clear. Figure 6.22 depicts the knockdown effects of a high-mach
trajectory which holds a constant 0.6g Nz bank only above mach 1.2 (solid line) and
another which maintains this bank only below mach 1.2 (dotted line). Veritably,
performing turns over a large portion of the higher mach regime can generally have a
greater effect on total ground track length, even though the ground track length is more
sensitive to turns at lower velocities. However, it is important to recall that the X-34's
TAEM phase and thus the applicability of the corridor only begin at mach 3.4. As shown
in Figure 6.23, the relatively short time available to sustain turns and build up ground
track length disparity puts the cumulative effects of supersonic banking on par with the
subsonic sensitivities.
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Figure 6.22: Knockdowns Caused by Early and Late Banking
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Figure 6.23: Knockdowns Caused by Early and Late Banking
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6.4 Weaknesses of the Energy Corridor
When transiting through TAEM, the Space Shuttle guidance makes use of a wings level
energy corridor, similar to the one in Figure 6.8, to ensure proper energy management
throughout the phase. Since the Shuttle will always turn to the HAC and fly toward the
runway, entry trajectories try to guarantee small acquisition turns, and thus minimal
banking at higher velocities. Before it reaches the HAC turn, the Shuttle will perform
any preprogrammed maneuver necessary to ensure that it is in subsonic flight and is
capable of following the spiral. Coincidentally, at these subsonic velocities, the
cumulative divergence between wings level prediction and actual total ground track
distance becomes increasingly less dramatic. Thus, the Shuttle logic works very well for
the conditions under which it was intended to operate.
However, using the nominal corridor not only requires the current guidance to supplant
this simple logic with empirically-driven S-turn initiation and termination energy
contours, but also completely ignores the possibility of large lateral maneuvers at high
velocities, which may be required in abort situations. As was shown in Figures 6.17 and
6.19, large or lengthy banks can have a significant effect on corridor width and overall
ground track length. In fact, the robust abort planner, developed by Draper using current
X-34 guidance techniques, excludes all runways that would require an acquisition turn
larger than 1000 [5]. Turns past this limit have a profoundly negative effect on the X-
34's Shuttle-type ground track prediction and energy management. So, by not including
the lateral as well as other knockdowns, the guidance is not drawing from an accurate
picture of vehicle capability.
Yet, even with any and all applicable knockdowns figured into the corridor formulation,
the representation will never be completely accurate. Even if the wings level corridor
was superseded by one generated using a typical TAEM ground track and lateral profile,
the guidance picture would still be lacking. To be truly representative of the vehicle
capability, the corridor would have to account for the different ground tracks required of
the different energy trajectories to safely reach the ALI from any point along the
trajectory.
For instance, assume the vehicle is instantaneously located at a certain downrange and
crossrange from the ALI while still descending to 10,000 ft. If it were to follow the Max
Dive trajectory to the ALI, the shortened ground track might allow for a lateral path
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similar to the one shown in Figure 6.24. However, if from the same point in space, the
vehicle were to follow the Max Glide trajectory, the much longer ground track would
require a lateral path like the one in Figure 6.25 to arrive at the same conditions for the
ALI.
Vehicle Position
ALI
Downrange
0
U,
0
Q
Figure 6.24: Max Dive Ground Track Figure
Downrange
6.25: Max Glide Ground Track
Every q profile in between would require a slightly different ground track, resulting in
the hypothetical family of Figure 6.26. Furthermore, since every lateral maneuver has
some effect on the energy corridor, a true representation would require all trajectories like
those in Figure 6.9 to be generated using their own particular lateral profile. Offline, this
procedure would have to be performed at every point in any possible TAEM trajectory,
both nominal and otherwise, yielding an insurmountably large amount of data. However,
if it possessed an onboard trajectory generator, the vehicle would only need to design one
trajectory, taking into account only one ground track, from its current state to the ALI.
This onboard adaptation to actual conditions is the main topic of the next chapter.
Vehicle Position
C. A
ALI
Downrange
Figure 6.26: Hypothetical Family of Ground Tracks for Different q Profiles
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Chapter 7
Trajectory Generation
7.1 Overview
The weaknesses involved with using the wings level energy corridor to predict the RLV's
capability indicated the need for a more adaptive, real-time formulation which could
account for possible off-nominal conditions throughout TAEM. The lateral discussion
from the last chapter highlighted several inaccuracies and restrictions in the current
guidance formulation. Yet, that same discussion also revealed the basis for a new method
of approaching onboard trajectory generation (OTG).
Chapter 4 described how many of the limitations in the current TAEM guidance stem
from its dependence on prescribed lateral geometry. Barring an S-turn situation, the
vehicle always flies directly to the HAC, which itself can only be moved a fixed distance
in an attempt to adjust for the actual energy situation. If the vehicle suddenly encounters
a condition where it has too much energy, it has no means to lengthen its ground track to
allow the excess to bleed off and avoid overshooting the runway. Conversely, in a low
energy situation, the capacity does not exist, beyond switching to the preset straight-in
HAC mode or fixed MEP HAC location, for the vehicle to appropriately shorten its
ground track.
A more robust formulation contains a trajectory that is generated based on the current
vehicle state, including its position with respect to the runway. The ground track for this
trajectory, designed using the actual vehicle dynamics and energy profile, might look
something like that in Figure 7.1, with additional length easily removed if the guidance
later determines it is long on range. Adaptations such as these epitomize the need for
development of onboard trajectory generation technology.
Vehicle Position
ALI
Figure 7.1: A Theoretically More Robust Ground Track
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This onboard capability embodies the second half of the TAEM trajectory generation
concept shown in Figure 7.2. As is presented in the ensuing sections, the capability may
be realized in large part by treating the 2-D ground track as a separate entity with its own
set of design characteristics and constraints.
Figure 7.2: TAEM Trajectory Generation Concept Flow
7.2 Ground Track Formulation
Although the ground track is manipulated separately from the full 3-DOF design, the
approach still maintains the strong coupling between the two spaces. To do so, the 2-D
ground track formulation utilizes certain inputs from its 3-DOF counterpart, casting it in
the light of a TPBVP between the current state and the ALI, and endowing it with both a
geometric and dynamic aspect.
7.2.1 Ground Track Geometric Aspect
Upon exiting the Entry phase, the Shuttle will enter TAEM at a geographic position
related to the runway by its downrange and crossrange. The same is true of the X-34.
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However, in both applications, the A/L trajectory from the ALI to the runway is already
well defined. The TAEM guidance need only target the ALI and its accompanying
constraints, allowing the flight control to "hit the basket" and ensure a successful
transition to autolanding. Therefore, the target coordinates may be defined with the
origin placed at the nominal ALI transition point of XALI downrange, zero crossrange,
and 10,000 ft altitude. The positive x-axis of this coordinate system is parallel to and
points in the direction of the runway, while the positive y-axis points perpendicularly to
the right as shown in Figure 7.3. The X = 0 condition occurs when the vehicle heading is
aligned with the positive x-axis, the nose pointing toward the runway. All x and y values,
as well as heading angles, in this section are given in terms of this coordinate system,
rendering them ALI-relative.
Figure 7.3: ALI-relative Coordinate System
Now, since the trajectory generator directly controls dynamic pressure, its output will
always provide a path to the desired energy state at the ALI altitude, whether the vehicle
uanks or remains wings level. Furthermiore, since the exact number of iteration points is
predetermined by dividing up the interval between the starting and final altitudes, the
number of steps the trajectory will take to reach that ALI altitude and energy is always
known (Figure 7.4).
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Figure 7.4: Subdivided Altitude Interval
This number is important, for it is also the number of steps in which the ground track
must reach the x, y coordinates and X = 0 condition of the ALI (Figure 7.5). This duality
will become clearer in subsequent paragraphs.
1OOK
Alt
10K
Groind track distancd
x
Figure 7.5: Same Number of Nodes in Altitude Profile and Ground Track
Each of these successive iteration points in the trajectory is situated in three-dimensional
space and connected to its nearest neighbors by a trajectory segment. The heading angle
and flight path angle at a node define respectively the lateral and longitudinal directions
of the previous segment, as shown in Figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.6: Heading and Flight Path Angle Relationship to Trajectory Segments
The total length of each 3-D segment is found using:
L= Ax 2 +Ay 2 +Ah 2  (7.1)
However, as previously mentioned, the altitude steps (and thus the Ah's) are preset by the
altitude interval and the step size. This knowledge can reduce the task to working with
the trajectory's projection into the X-Y plane, or rather, its ground track. As can be seen
in Figure 7.6, the 2-D ground track segment length is geometrically determined by the
flight path angle over the segment, and its orientation, by the heading angle. With an
accurate prediction of the y profile for a given q schedule, the length of all individual
ground track segments can be joined and summed to give the extent of the total predicted
ground track.
7.2.2 Ground Track Dynamic Aspect
As was briefly mentioned in the last chapter, generating a constant Nz spiral is useful
because it is a means of delineating the maximum allowable d Y/h or dX at each iteration
point for a given Nz limit. This information may now be put to use in defining the
flexibility at each node of the entire ground track. Since, for the given longitudinal
profile, the vehicle's heading may only change by a finite number of degrees without
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violating loading constraints, those same constraints directly define how far the
segmented ground track is allowed to bend at each node.
7.2.3 Ground Track Nodal Equations
The equations that capture these aspects and the ground track TPBVP as a whole for n+1
iteration points are given by:
(7.2)
x ~hJ.. d[ - dxlh
X n 0 dh_ dh1
yi ~ dh -- dh -dyldhi =y+d'- I2d
Yn_ :0 dh dy dh
~Xi ~1 -- 1~Chi 0 dyi~
.Xn _0 _I_. 0 Ch?, _dXn _
(7.3)
(7. 4)
where x, y, and X are the ALI-relative downrange, crossrange, and heading angle of the
ground track nodes, and xo, yo, and X0 are the initial X-position, Y-position, and heading
angle of the vehicle. The matrix of elements Chi has been termed the change matrix. It
contains values in the range -1 < Chi <1 and, when multiplied by the angular-valued dX
matrix, corresponds to full or fractional amounts of each maximum dX in either turning
direction. Additionally, the dX, as well as the dy1 , and d", values are calculated from:
dx. cosXi
dh tany
dy, sinXi
dh tan y
dx i = -- '--.dh -rtd
dh
(7. 5)
(7. 6)
(7.7)
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These equations are necessarily subject to the constraints on the terminal conditions at the
ALI, the origin of the new coordinate system. Consequently, the following conditions
must also hold:
dx1 1/ dh
X,= 0+d - dh] :(7.8)
dx dh
/h-
dy 1/ dh
yf =0=yo+[dh --- dh] : (7.9)
dy, IL/dhj
dXi1
Xf =0=xo+[Chl ChA] : (7.10)
dX
7.2.4 Segmented Snake Analogy
A proper ground track solution should plot a course from the initial position and heading
angle of the vehicle, to the origin of the coordinate system fixed on the ALI with a final
heading of zero, while using all the required segments and never violating any of the
turning constraints. For better understanding of this ground track formulation, a
comparison can be made with a physically tangible object: a toy segmented snake.
As shown in Figure 7.7, the snake possesses all of the characteristics of this particular
ground track conception. Here, the nodes corresponding to the iteration points are
represented by joints in the serpent's body, while the track segments joining the nodes are
considered body segments between the joints. The orientation of the snake's tail
represents the current vehicle position and heading, while the head symbolizes the final
position and heading which must eventually be brought into alignment at the origin.
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Figure 7.7: Segmented Snake Analogy to Ground Track*
*Note: Illustration is not to scale, i.e. ideally, there should be an equal number of snake body segments and
ground track line segments.
To further the analogy, the similar malleability of the ground track and the snake may be
juxtaposed. Just as the bending of the ground track between nodes is limited by Nz or
banking limits, the movement of the snake segments is constrained by the range of
motion of the joints. However, here it is necessary to consider the fact that as the vehicle
descends and slows, its allowable turning capability invariably increases. Consequently,
it is generally unlikely for any two nodes to have the exact same dX potential, with the
latter portion of the ground track possessing greater flexibility than the beginning. Thus,
while the joints in the snake's body define the bending potential between each segment,
each joint is capable of bending by a different amount, with the joints near the head being
most supple. Figure 7.8 illustrates this concept.
242 kkII 1k21
Figure 7.8: Similarity Between Heading Changes and Bending of the Body
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Also, the snake's body should be able to account for the dumping of lift effect (Chapter
6) in the same manner as the ground track when it reacts to the event. Since via the
dynamic coupling, sharper banks produce steeper flight path angles, all lateral maneuvers
have an effect on the ground track length. As seen in Eqs 7.5 and 7.6, the geometric
extent of every ground track segment is heavily dependent on the current y, with steeper
flight paths producing shorter segments. Thus, for every heading change at a node, the
length of the corresponding segment will be affected. For the snake's body to react in the
same way, every bend at a joint must lead to a proportional compression of the adjoining
body segment as shown in Figure 7.9.
Figure 7.9: Effect of Bending on Segment Length
Now that the similarities between the independent ground track formulation and the
segmented snake have been established, the analogy can be employed to improve
understanding of how the ground track must function to lead to a trajectory solution. For
example, assume the RLV has just entered TAEM at an unexpected downrange, cross
range, and heading angle. Also, assume for the moment that the vehicle's dynamic path
to the ALI is fixed on the low energy, maximum range Max Glide dynamic pressure and
brake profile. For this profile, the predicted total straight-in ground track range
overshoots the ALI at the origin by several thousands of feet. The only way for the
vehicle to properly arrive at the ALI while flying the prescribed i schedule is for the
ground track to snake around and align its final node at the origin. However, it must do
this without violating any of the turning or bending constraints placed at each node, and
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must also take into account the loss of segment length caused by such bending. The
snake demonstratively performs this feat in Figure 7.10.
-Current Vehicle Position and Headir
ALI
Figure 7.10: Analogy of Manipulating the Ground Track to Properly Arrive at the ALI
Obviously, defining the lateral profile in this fashion completely discards any
constraining geometry or fixed HAC turns. The ground track is based entirely on vehicle
dynamics and current capability to allow for maximum performance in reaching the ALI.
More will be said of these improvements at the end of this chapter. However, to continue
the example, once a ground track solution, like that represented by the snake above, has
been found, the required lateral maneuvers to follow the track are fed into the
propagation and a full 3-D trajectory is generated and passed to the flight control system.
This trajectory acknowledges the current vehicle state and defines a path to the ALI with
the proper energy and transition conditions. The finer details of this task are covered in
the following sections.
7.3 Onboard Trajectory Generation Concept
This thesis envisions the coordination of three separate concepts, coupled with the
trajectory propagation techniques already discussed in previous chapters, to approach the
generation of onboard solutions. The concepts are depicted in the actual order they are
utilized in the flow diagram of Figure 7.11.
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Ascertain initial ALI-relative X,YX
Select qbar profile +- Concept 1
Determine max dX's for Nz limit
Predict GT segment lengths 4- Concept 3
4- Concept 2
Full trajectory generated
Pass new trajectory to
adaptive flight control
Figure 7.11: Onboard Trajectory Generation Conceptual Flow
However, to better purvey an understanding of their function, those concepts will be
presented shortly in a slightly different sequence:
1) Selecting the q Profile
2) The Real-Time Ground Track Solver
3) Flight Path Angle Profile Prediction / Correction
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In this OTG approach, alteration of the dynamic pressure schedule is viewed as a coarse
adjustment to the total ground track length. The solver then manipulates the track to
satisfy all conditions and constraints, but while doing so, employs a predictor/corrector
technique in relation to the complete flight path angle profile to ensure a one-pass
solution to the trajectory formulation. Each of these components will now be discussed
before demonstrating the fruits of their cooperation.
7.3.1 Selecting the Dynamic Pressure Profile
Just as the Max Dive and Max Glide profiles yield the extremes of possible ground track
ranges, any of the constant q trajectories internal to the corridor will result in a ground
track distance between those extremes. Furthermore, many possible variations to any
dynamic pressure schedule can be exploited to produce the desired adjustment in total
ground track distance. For instance, Figure 7.12 shows the results of a wings level 300-
psf trajectory diving to the 500-psf upper limit and another flaring to the 110-psf lower
limit before both returning to the ALI-mandated 335-psf. The difference in total ground
track distance between the two trajectories is seen to be on the order of 3.7x105 feet (-61
nm).
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Figure 7.12: Range Variances From Different Dynamic Pressure Schedules
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However, a definition of what constitutes a suitable ground track length for a given
situation has not been explored and requires further research. The discussion at the
beginning of this chapter suggests that the ground track should possibly have some
measure of superfluous length, which can be removed in an unexpected low energy
situation. This would imply that at times when the trajectory is long on range, the
dynamic pressure schedule should be shifted by some amount towards the Max Dive
value. However, there are penalties to shortening the track length by diving to a higher
q, which manifest as a loss of maneuverability under the consistent Nz limit. Figure
7.13 depicts the lateral channels of the profiles in Figure 7.12 holding a constant 0.6g
turn. Notice that the spiral corresponding to the schedule that flares to the Max Glide is
much tighter at the end than its counterpart, which may not be able to wind around fast
enough to hit the origin. This disparity indicates that the schedule modifier must not
target suitable ground track length alone, but must also ensure that the track has sufficient
maneuverability to reach the ALI properly.
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Figure 7.13: Difference in Maneuverability of the Profiles From Figure 7.12
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7.3.2 Real-Time Ground Track Solver
The key to this onboard generation concept is a fast and intelligent means of solving for
the apposite ground track. Unlike the contemporary guidance method, which predicts the
ground track distance along fixed geometric segments, newer schemes should be able to
assess the vehicle's actual capability and adjust the lateral trajectory wherever necessary
to ensure a successful recovery. As such, the ground track solver should be able to accept
the predicted segment lengths and the maximum turning potential at each node and return
a design based solely on the actual dynamics and characteristics of the vehicle. The
design should plot a course from the initial ALI-relative downrange, crossrange, and
heading, and arrive at the origin on a heading of zero while using all of the nodes and
segments stipulated in the longitudinal trajectory (in much the same way as the snake
analogy of Figure 7.10). However, this must be accomplished in real-time, and it must be
done in a manner consistent with robustness and exclusionary criteria. For example, a
ground track which has the vehicle fly off in a random direction, only to turn back at the
last possible instant before energy and range concerns become critical, is not generally
desirable, even though it may be perfectly feasible. Furthermore, solutions will most
likely have to exclude any ground track that takes the vehicle through restricted airspace
or over populated areas.
All of these concerns imply a ground track solver with computational intelligence and
efficiency. One possible approach is to tackle the problem with optimization techniques.
Using the equations from Section 7.2.3 and a suitable objective function, a properly tuned
optimization routine ought to be able to quickly place the ground track nodes so as to
satisfy all geometric and dynamic constraints.
Unfortunately, a ground track solver with these vaunted qualifications proved to be
beyond the scope of this thesis. Several attempts to this end were made and a catalogue
of the techniques and their marginal results is presented shortly for the sake of future
research. However, for the purpose of demonstrating the function and the overall
feasibility of the entire guidance concept, this presentation does include a MATLAB
script which closely approximates the probable output of the ideal solver in a limited
geographic region. The script, aptly dubbed GTPHACK, uses brute force, intuition, and
the nodal GT equations to actively drive the endpoint of the fully constructed ground
track to the origin, but has very little autonomy and no "corrector" or "warm start"
capabilities. Though subtle, there is a difference between these two very attractive
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features. A "corrector" function gives the solver the ability to make small corrections to
its initial ground track solution during the generation of the full trajectory. On the other
hand, "warm start" is the ability of the solver to realize it already has a very good guess
at the final solution and to begin its iterations with that guess instead of starting from
scratch. A capacity for "warm start" is desirable from an execution speed standpoint, but,
as will be shown in a later section, a "corrector" is ultimately necessary because of the
role it will play in reducing final ground track precision errors.
Geometry-based Ground Track Solver: Early efforts to support the validity of
establishing the ground track as an independent entity made use of the standard lateral
TAEM segments as a point of departure. It was hoped that the specialized interactions of
various combinations of simple shapes could result in a general method for tracing out a
path to the ALI. Once this ideal mathematical course was determined, the propagator
would need only feed into its iterations the heading angle changes defined by the
trigonometry to produce the full 3-D trajectory.
This technique is similar to the method employed by A. Girerd in his lateral formulation
described in Chapter 5. As was discussed in Section 5.1.2, expectations were for this
formulation to yield a method with a rather limited geometric and dynamic solution
space. However, the applicable solution space turned out to be far smaller than the most
pessimistic predictions, for the very reason indicated in Figure 5.4. A turning circle
based on limited radial acceleration for a vehicle in supersonic flight can be extremely
large, rendering tangencies to other geometric shapes generally nonexistent.
Cubic Spline-based Ground Track Solver: An attempt to remedy the failings of the
former solver combined cubic splines with partial geometries to fix the lateral path.
Cubic splines can not only be quickly generated, but are also attractive in the sense that
their beginning and ending slopes may be explicitly defined, making the vehicle heading
constraints at the initial point and the ALI easy to satisfy.
The idea was to intuitively place a minimal number of design points in the lateral space,
between the current vehicle position and the ALI, connect them with splines, and then
adjust them to give the correct total path length while meeting the ALI target conditions.
As the propagator descended through the altitude steps using the heading angle changes
that followed the line, a corrector could adjust the spline points, and thus the ground
track, if the Nz limit was surpassed at any node.
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It quickly became apparent that "intuitively" placing and adjusting the design points was
likely a thesis project unto itself. The only obvious simplification was to use partial
geometric constructs, like the oversimplified examples in Figure 7.14, to help position the
points. Yet as before, the introduction of geometry constrained the solver to an
unrealistically small region of applicability.
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Figure 7.14: Ground Track Based on Geometry and Splines
Ground Track Solver Using Optimization: The common failing of these, and any other
partial previous attempts, was not considering the fact that the entire turning capability
profile of the vehicle is defined ahead of time. As mentioned earlier, this information is
garnered by simply propagating the q schedule in a spiral, based on a constant turn at the
Nz limit. If the solver knows the ground track length and how far it is able to bend at
each node, it need not base maneuvers on only the initial point, and is completely
liberated from using fixed geometric segments to aid in ground track length prediction.
In light of this newly realized information, optimization methods quickly surfaced as a
promising candidate.
The pursuit of this optimization solver led to using MATLAB's finincon, a routine for
minimizing an objective function with both linear and nonlinear constraints [14]. With
the nodal equations from Section 7.2.3, the initial and final downrange, crossrange, and
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heading angles were defined by equality constraints. The allowable angle changes at each
node could be defined through the use of the change matrix as simple inequality
constraints with permissible values of -1 < Chi <1. The most suitable incarnation of the
objective function was never fully explored, but two forms immediately presented
themselves as possibilities. The first was a weighted sum of the squares of all values in
the change matrix, which would thus would lead to a ground track utilizing the minimum
amount of banking possible. The second was a weighted sum of the squares of the
crossrange values at each node, which in this case would theoretically null out the
crossrange and put the ground track on a straight-in as soon as possible. Unfortunately,
neither form seemed to promote fast convergence to a solution.
The finincon function is very general, which means it is not tuned to this particular
problem, and is therefore far too slow to serve as a realistic ground track solver in this
offline presentation. However, by continuously feeding the results of one optimization
cycle into the beginning of the next, a ground track solution for the total-turn-
minimization objective function was eventually found (Figure 7.15). While not
necessarily the "optimal" solution to this problem, these results do support the feasibility
of independently and intelligently solving for a ground track that has been fully
characterized by the governing vehicle dynamics.
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Figure 7.15: Ground Track Solution Using Minimal Turning
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GTPHACK: Fmincon's slow convergence speed required another option for a solver,
in order to demonstrate the feasibility of the full onboard trajectory generation concept.
That option was GTPHACK (GH). As previously mentioned, GH "brute forces" a
ground track solution by directly manipulating sequential nodes until the ALI end
conditions are met. In effect, GH operates in much the same way as the objective
function from above which intended to drive the crossrange to zero as soon as possible.
The difference here is the method by which this is accomplished.
Starting with the initial vehicle position and heading, GTPHACK proceeds through two
different phases. During the first phase, the script begins to march down the nodes one at
a time, setting each to its maximum bend toward the x-axis. Each time a new node is
bent, the succeeding nodes flex one at a time in the opposite direction until the remaining
ground track is aligned parallel with the x-axis, as shown in Figure 7.16. This iteration
continues until the remaining ground track is coincident with the x-axis, i.e. the
crossrange error is zero.
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Figure 7.16: GTPHACK Phase One
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The second phase is used to pull the extra ground track length back so that the final node
is placed at the origin, much like the snake in Figure 7.10. To accomplish this, GH
merely continues commanding the nodes, in order, to their maximum turn away from the
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ALI. After each command, the remaining nodes bend as necessary to loop the ground
track back onto the x-axis until the downrange error has been removed. This process is
depicted in Figure 7.17. Once the iterations have settled, GTPHACK sends only the
final heading angle profile for the ground track it has created to the general propagator
(Figure 7.18).
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Figure 7.17: GTPHACK Phase Two
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Figure 7.18: Typical GTPHACK Ground Track Solution
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Although very fast, GH is neither sophisticated nor intelligent. Its ground track
solutions, though realistic and feasible, are not necessarily optimal, and it has neither the
capacity for correction nor warm start. However, these characteristics were never its
goals. GTPHACK is a functional solver that approximates the possible output of a more
mature system to bridge the gap between pure theory and demonstrable practice.
7.3.3 Flight Path Angle Profile Prediction / Correction
Since the bank angle has a direct effect on the flight path angle necessary to hold to the
dynamic pressure schedule, any adjustment to the ground track will result in modification
of the y profile. However, since the ground track segment lengths are so heavily
dependent on the associated y values, the profile modification would require a
readjustment of the ground track, which would incur another slight change to the y
values, and so on. To break this cycle, the ground track solver must make use of a highly
accurate y profile prediction during its initial iterations on the lateral flight path. A good
prediction of the y profile for the given pressure schedule provides the solver with a
reasonable approximation of the true ground track length, and thus a more representative
solution.
Initial prediction is rendered using the flight path angles generated when flying the q-
schedule wings level. In order to tune this rough prediction to the actual lateral
maneuvers required to arrive at the ALI, the generator uses y output from both the wings
level profile and the constant limiting Nz spiral profile (which has already been created to
determine the maximum turning capability) to create a y versus Yd4 look-up table. This
table, represented graphically in Figure 7.19, offers the solver an adequate prediction of
how the wings level y profile is altered by the varying degrees of heading change
introduced into the ground track.
Unfortunately, the solver must interpolate linearly between the wings level and max Nz y
values. Additionally, the table cannot account for the effect that changing the flight path
angle over an altitude step has on the current balance point for the equations of motion
(via the d%, term). For these reasons, when the trajectory propagator later follows the
heading angles from the ground track solver, the generated trajectory will typically never
match the desired geometric terminal conditions precisely. The mismatch in the
predicted and actual y profiles, shown in Figure 7.20, causes this misalignment in the
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predicted and actual ground tracks, shown in Figure 7.21. Figure 7.22 provides a close-
up of the final node positions for both ground tracks.
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Figure 7.19: yversus ' Table for Ground Track Segment Length Prediction
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Figure 7.20: Comparison of Predicted and Actual y Profiles
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Figure 7.21: Comparison of Predicted and Actual Ground Tracks
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Figure 7.22: Final Node Positions of Predicted and Actual Ground Tracks
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Completely avoiding these errors would require a very lengthy process of stepping
through the propagation of the equations of motion at each iteration point after every
single adjustment to the predicted ground track during the solver phase. Obviously, this
would be computationally expensive in the extreme, as well as untimely. However, there
is another alternative which the concept presented here embraces as the candidate of
choice. As shown in the preceding figures, the disparities caused by linear interpolation
and Idy at each point are relatively minor, as are the accompanying errors between the
predicted and actual ground track nodes. It is only when these errors are compiled over
the several remaining nodes that they begin to have a largely negative effect on the end
results of the lateral profile. If the ground track solver possessed the aforementioned
corrector capability, it could remove these errors as they occurred at each altitude step by
slightly adjusting its initial ground track solution over the remaining trajectory points. By
"nudging" the ground track back into alignment with the ALI each time a mismatch
occurred, the full 3-D trajectory could be formulated in one pass with tight precision on
the terminal node's downrange, crossrange, and heading angle.
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Chapter 8
Results
8.1 Overview
Chapter 5 introduced several new technology components that, when combined, enable
the rapid generation of TAEM trajectories. Once initialized by the E/W routine, the
general propagation algorithm iterates on the ALIP set of the nonlinear equations of
motion while following a dynamic pressure schedule to the ALI transition.
Chapter 6 described several specific trajectories that combine to form the vehicle energy
corridor. These corridors were shown to be sensitive, by varying degrees, to both
uncertainty and mission knockdowns, and to possess inherent weaknesses when used as
the environment for reference trajectory design. However, most importantly, the
consequences of lateral maneuvers on the corridors, and the variable ability of the vehicle
to effect those maneuvers at high velocities, indicated the need for an embedded means of
producing suitable ground tracks, unfettered by constraining geometries.
Chapter 7 detailed just such a means, which selected the q- schedule to coarsely adjust
the total ground track length, and then allowed an intelligent solver using y prediction to
satisfy the ground track TPBVP in the ALI-relative coordinate space. Several
qualifications for the solver were discussed, as well as several different candidates, before
introducing GTPHACK, the tool for demonstrating feasibility. The results of that
demonstration of the onboard trajectory generation concept is presented in the following
sections.
8.2 Notes on GTPHACK
GTPHACK, being a forced approximation to a true ground track solver, possesses
inherent faults and limitations in its design. Foremost among these is its inability to
recognize all possible paths to the target end conditions. As mentioned in Section 7.3.2,
the script always follows a preprogrammed sequence when manipulating the ground
track, and thus, will preclude itself from finding any solutions outside the scope of that
sequence. This impotence manifests itself most notably in GH lacking the capability to
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allow loops in the ground track when long on range, as would be indicative of an
overhead HAC turn. Furthermore, due to the "steer-to-zero" logic which drives the
solution method, GH will always try to direct the ground track to the ALI-relative x-axis
foremost, even though the only answer may lie in angling toward the origin at the outset
to make up for a lack of range (Figure 8.1).
Downrange from ALI 0 Downrange from ALI 0
,--------.- 0 ------- - -----... . ... -~. - 0
Failure Success
E E
2 2
C U
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o 2
o 0
Figure 8.1: Limitation of "Steer-to-Zero" Logic
One additional feature that GTPHACK currently lacks is the aforementioned corrector
function necessary to ensure strict agreement between the predicted and actual ground
tracks during generation of the full trajectory. Yet, even without this attribute, the
forthcoming results are extremely promising and supportive of the concept as a whole.
It is expected that future derivatives of the ground track solver, possibly incorporating
optimization methods, will correct these deficiencies in due course. However, for now, it
is important to note that the following convergence footprints and all other results
pursuant are constrained to GTPHACK' s particular technique of finding a ground track
solution. In other words, different definitions of "optimal" or "allowable" ground tracks
will most definitely result in slightly different footprints, but will likely be reminiscent of
those seen here.
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8.3 One-Pass Trajectory Generation Results
8.3.1 Convergence Footprints
Figure 8.2 depicts a family of ground tracks from several different starting locations
under which the trajectory generator was initialized and allowed to create full 3-DOF
trajectories to the ALI. These positions were found to outline the spatial convergence
footprint for a 500-psf Max Dive profile from an altitude of 100,000 ft (mach 5.97) and
with an initial heading of 00. The bold lines on the graph indicate actual data, while the
fainter markings represent their equally valid mirror image across the x-axis.
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Figure 8.2: Ground Track Solution Footprint for 0.6g Max Dive Profile
This region of validity, outside of which GTPHACK is not able to find a ground track
solution, encompasses an approximate area of 1.71x1010 ft2 (5.63x10 6 nm 2). Relatively
speaking, this is rather small when compared to the footprint for a Max Glide profile
from the same energy level and heading. That expanse, shown in Figure 8.3, covers an
area approximately 21 times larger (3.66x1011 ft2 or 1.2x 108 nm 2).
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Figure 8.3: Ground Track Solution Footprint for 0.6g Max Glide Profile
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Figure 8.4: Footprints from Figures 8.2 and 8.3
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For the purpose of visual comparison, Figure 8.4 presents both plots on the same axes.
While the ground tracks for these two dynamic pressure schedules are naturally disparate
in length, the size difference of the convergence regions is due in large part to the
differing track flexibilities. The high kinetic energy Max Dive trajectory endures severe
restrictions on its maneuverability from the dynamic constraints. Yet, all other conditions
held equal, if the Nz limit is increased 0.4g to a total limiting body acceleration of 1.0g,
the solution space more than doubles to an area of 3.81x1010 ft2 (1.25x10 7 nm 2) (Figure
8.5). Also, notice that the 1g footprint is shifted closer to the origin for larger crossrange
values due to the dumping of lift effect. The solver is now allowed to use sharper turns at
a higher Nz limit, yet by doing so it suffers the corresponding loss of ground track length.
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Figure 8.5: Comparison of 0.6g and lg Max Dive Footprints
The previous examples all used trajectories which began on an initial heading of 0*.
However, this parameter is not fixed, as it is merely one of the endpoint constraints on the
ground track solver's TPBVP. As such it may be adjusted as necessary or desired, but
doing so will physically shift the footprints. For instance, Figure 8.6 displays a new
footprint for the 1g Max Dive profile corresponding to an initial heading angle of
X0= ±45*. Figure 8.7 does the same for the 0.6g Max Glide profile.
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Figure 8.6: Max Dive Footprint with X0 = ±45"
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Figure 8.7: Max Glide Footprint with X0 = ±45*
These two graphs emphasize the sensitivity of the convergence regions to changes in
initial heading angle. The new footprint for the ig Max Dive is 30% smaller than its zero
initial heading angle counterpart, encompassing now only 2.37x1010 ft2 (7.80x10 6 nm 2)
As well, the new Max Glide footprint is approximately 20% smaller than the original,
with a new area of 2.83x10" ft2 (9.32x10 7 nm 2).
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8.3.2 Dynamic Constraints
A pivotal notion of this trajectory generation concept has been that the ground track
solver designs a lateral flight path based on some limiting Nz body acceleration. The
information needed by the solver to do this is currently garnered from a constant Nz
spiral created using that particular Nz limit. The following results lend credibility to this
technique as they clearly show that the resulting loads from the final 3-DOF trajectory
never violate their Nz placards.
Figure 8.8 provides graphs of the peak Nz profiles from the trajectory groupings that
were designed at 0.6g and collectively made up the footprints in Figures 8.2, 8.3, and 8.7.
Additionally, Figure 8.9 shows the maximum profiles for the two groupings in Figures
8.5 and 8.6, which were designed around the expanded 1.Og limit.
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Figure 8.8: Peak Nz Profiles for the 0.6g Footprints
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Figure 8.9: Peak Nz Profiles for the Ig Footprints
From these two figures it is apparent that since the ground track was forced to conform to
the turning constraints imposed on each particular q- schedule, the resulting full
trajectory tends to comply as well. Although not always exact, the Nz levels rarely grow
larger than 10-3g beyond the design limit. These errors can most likely be attributed once
again to the lack of a ground track corrector which would adjust for a slightly different
flight path, and thus a slightly different overall trajectory, than the one predicted.
8.3.3 Specific Capability Enhancements
Section 6.4 in Chapter 6 mentioned how Draper's new robust abort planner, using current
X-34 guidance techniques, excludes all runways that would require an acquisition turn
larger than 1000. Heading changes larger than this value tend to cause large errors in the
ground track prediction algorithms, which are essential to maintaining an accurate picture
of the energy budget. Specifically, these errors arise from both modeling the constant
bank turns as perfect circles and ignoring the dumping of lift phenomenon. However,
with the new capabilities introduced by the guidance techniques developed over the last
several chapters, it is now possible to define an exact trajectory from the current vehicle
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state to the abort runway, allowing for a greatly expanded range of acquisition heading
changes.
Figure 8.10 provides the ground track solution footprint for a Max Glide trajectory
entering TAEM at the nominal mach 3.4 transition, but on an initial heading of 1800
relative to the abort runway's ALI. At their widest point, each of these identical regions
offers approximately 15x10 4 ft (-25 nm) of ground track distance within which the
runway is accessible to the vehicle. Of course, these regions will shift for trajectories
using other dynamic pressure schedules or Nz limits. For example, notice the difference
in the two ground tracks shown in Figure 8.11. They both begin at the same position,
heading angle, and Mach number, but the first is for a Max Glide profile while the second
is for a 305-psf reference profile. Here the word reference is used to denote a trajectory
with a speedbrake schedule that closes to the nominal A/L value of 550 below mach 1.15.
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Figure 8.10: Mach 3.4 Max Glide Footprint with X = 1800
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Figure 8.11: Ground Tracks for 1 10-psf Max Glide and 305-psf Reference Profiles
Finally, Figure 8.12 showcases an example of the trajectory generator's utility in
designing possible routes to a sample scattering of abort runways. To accomplish this
task, the coordinate system is reoriented several times, placing each different ALI at the
origin. Thus, the vehicle state instantaneously represents several different initial relative
heading angles and starting positions. These values, along with the total final track
lengths for these mach 5.5 Max Glide trajectories, are listed in Table 8.1. Note, in the
figure the runway icons are used to indicate the orientation of each ALI and not the actual
runway locations.
Table 8.1: Instantaneous Relative Conditions for the Four Different Runways
Initial Relative
Heading Angle
Initial Relative
Downrange
Initial Relative
Crossrange
Total Ground
Track Distance
Runway 1 1800 40x104 ft -45x10 4 ft 1.17x106 ft
Runway2 00 
-120x10 4 ft 20x104 ft 1.25x10 6 ft
Runway 3 3150 -90x04 ft 40x104 ft 1.21x10 ft
Runway4 1350 50x104 ft -10x104 ft 1.19x1O6ft
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Figure 8.12: Instantaneous Trajectories to Four Different Runways
8.3.4 Geographic Terminal Condition Errors
Any trajectory generated by the preceding method will follow the heading angle profile
precisely, and therefore, will always reach the ALI with the mandated X = 0*. However,
since GTPHACK does not currently possess a ground track corrector capability, there
will almost always exist some measure of downrange and crossrange errors at the final
point in the actual trajectory once generated. These errors are caused by the
accumulation of the flight path angle discrepancies between the predicted values used
during ground track formulation and the actual resulting y profile. Figure 8.13 shows a
scatter diagram of the final node coordinates from all of the trajectories making up the
preceding figures.
The box that has been superimposed on this figure represents the geographic tolerances
on the ALI transition. Once again, these tolerances allow for ±1000 feet altitude and
crossrange error. The crossrange error is represented in the figure directly, however the
altitude error has first been transformed into downrange error using the nominal ALI
Zglideslope of -20.5' (refer to Figure 5.8). As shown in Figure 8.13, roughly two thirds of
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the final positions for trajectories generated without ground track correction fall within
the A/L transition constraints. It is expected that when a corrector function is
implemented, these errors will be effectively removed.
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Figure 8.13: Actual Locations of Final Ground Track Nodes
8.4 Summary of Results
The material presented in this chapter yields convincing evidence that this approach to an
onboard trajectory generation capability is both feasible and practical. By formulating
the ground track as its own distinct TPBVP with specific associations to the longitudinal
problem, the generator can produce trajectory solutions that are tailored to the current
vehicle state. Furthermore, these trajectories can target the ALI transition conditions
exactly; but without the implementation of a ground track corrector function as it has
been described herein, small compounded errors can waylay geometric precision.
Nevertheless, the results show that the predictor methodology is quite robust to the extent
that roughly two thirds of the final lateral positions were within the target "box" without
the benefit of a corrector. Future enhancements will only augment these findings and
their more effective integration of guidance techniques and practices.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
9.1 Conclusions
When coupled with a robust abort planner and an adaptive flight control, an onboard
trajectory generator can greatly increase a Reusable Launch Vehicle's (RLV's) capacity
for recovering from unexpected disturbances or off-nominal conditions. This powerful
triad can work in unison to exploit the full performance of the vehicle, enhancing both
mission robustness and efficiency. Yet, even when considered separately from these
other technologies, an onboard trajectory generation (OTG) capability alone can be truly
desirable. Such capability dispenses with the routine of pre-defined, mission specific
trajectories and contingencies which has been in use since the early days of the Shuttle.
It now appears feasible that newer guidance techniques, employing modem computing
power and efficient algorithms, can provide savings in both operational cost and design
time.
This thesis presented new methodologies in an approach to attaining OTG capability
using the NASA/Orbital X-34 gliding reentry vehicle as the representative testbed model.
The X-34 was designed to demonstrate new technologies and processes that could
ultimately purvey a cheaper, faster, and more reliable architecture for reusable access to
space. Yet, this vehicle maintains many of the same limitations that fetter the guidance
techniques of its predecessor, the Space Shuttle. These limitations not only prevent the
vehicle from exploring the full range of its safe recovery potential, but also hinder its
goals of rapid turnaround time with extensive reference profile design. Thus, the X-34
was deemed to be the ideal subject to help root out the weaknesses in the current
Terminal Area Energy Management (TAEM) guidance formulation and to introduce
onboard generation as the solution.
The path to this end began with the full 3-Degrees-of-Freedom (3-DOF) equations of
motion for an endo-atmospheric vehicle. Re-derived with assumptions specific to the
task at hand, but preserving the full non-linearity of the problem, the equations fully
defined the vehicle's governing dynamics as it traversed through TAEM. However, a
subsequent discussion of this glider-type flight regime revealed several incompatibilities
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between the actual dynamics and the current formulation of the TAEM guidance.
Foremost among these was the practice of using simple geometric segments to model
lateral maneuvers like the acquisition turn. Assuming a constant radius segment for a
high velocity, constant bank turn not only introduces proportional amounts of error into
the range-to-go prediction, but precludes large acquisition turns for fear of these errors
resulting in a total loss of the vehicle. Furthermore, this pre-positioned lateral geometry
embodies an extremely limited capacity for adjusting to the vehicle's current energy
state, an accurate picture of which can become increasingly hazy due to the complete
decoupling of the longitudinal and lateral guidance.
A desire to analyze the impact of these limitations in further detail led to research which
ultimately produced four new enabling technology components. The first was an
expanded derivation of the ALIP set of nonlinear equations of motion, formulated with
respect to the altitude interval and using dynamic pressure as the chief design variable.
The second was a triple-loop general iterative algorithm that utilizes these equations to
propagate fully defined 3-DOF trajectories using various environments and starting
conditions. The algorithm not only couples the longitudinal and lateral dynamics, but
fully integrates them together in the design process. Finally, the addition of an Energy
over Weight initialization routine guaranteed reliability at program start, while employing
a quadratic function to define realizable dynamic pressure schedules assured conformity
to general trajectory constraints as well as specific terminal conditions. Subsequent
comparison of this propagation technique with an output from Step, Orbital's high
fidelity 6-DOF X-34 simulation, revealed excellent correspondence between the
predicted and actual flight parameter profiles. The results lent credibility to this thesis'
arrangement of the equations to predict vehicle dynamics and its asserted intention of
designing fully realistic and flyable trajectories.
With these tools at hand, a relatively uncomplicated MATLAB script could then rapidly
generate the vehicle Energy Corridor, a staple of the current TAEM guidance scheme.
Defining the Max Dive and Max Glide boundary profiles as constant dynamic pressure
schedules with AutoLanding Interface (ALI) knockdowns, led to a standardized process
for creating and analyzing these corridors and their definitions of the vehicle's attainable
range extremes. Additionally, this standardization was applied in determining the
Reference energy profile, the path of maximum robustness down the center of the
corridor. Subsequent introduction of the uncertainty knockdowns allowed for a more
accurate and conservative guidance picture than the nominal wings level corridor that is
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typically used. However, upon including the mission knockdowns into the formulation, it
became alarmingly apparent that not even this conservative picture could account for the
significant effects of lateral maneuvers on corridor width.
This detrimental effect, amplified by the other weaknesses in the current TAEM setup,
indicated the need for a more capable means of handling guidance, even as it indicated
the path to the solution. Required was a lateral profile specifically tailored to the
intended energy trajectory of the vehicle that would guide the craft to the ALI without
violating any dynamic or geographic constraints. Since the propagation altitude interval,
iteration step sizes, and dynamic pressure schedule are set prior to initiation, the ground
track can be manipulated separately from the longitudinal profile. To do so, an
independent ground track solver need only have foreknowledge of maximum heading
angle change limits and predicted flight path angle sensitivities to bank angle at each
altitude step. Respectively, this information is garnered from a constant Nz spiral
trajectory generated at the Nz limit; and from a flight path angle versus heading angle
change lookup table created from that spiral and a wings level design using a common
dynamic pressure schedule.
This approach allows the guidance system to quickly generate robust trajectories from the
current vehicle state, including its position, to the nominal and possible abort ALIs.
Though not currently complete or fast enough to yield unfailing real-time results, the
concept is a veritable roadmap for future research and enhancements which could soon
provide such capability.
9.2 Recommendations for Further Research
Recommendations for further research on the topics and concepts presented within these
pages fall under three general headings.
Dynamic Pressure Schedules: Two aspects of the use of dynamic pressure schedules
warrant further development. The first entails the creation of those schedules by
integrating the quadratic function over a portion of the total iteration steps. Modifying
the schedule at the bottom of the profile to protect against negative lift and to ensure
compliance with the dynamic ALI condition always occurs over all of the remaining
altitude steps. Thus the i values are altered gradually and the modified schedule's
implementation has a benign effect on the Nz profile. However, experiments using this
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same approach to alter the schedule at the top of the trajectory, for the purposes of
moving the energy state to the reference or adjusting the ground track length, have
revealed a lack of correlation between the peak /h and the peak Nz. In other words,
there is currently no measure of how large the variation between successive values in the
dynamic pressure schedule can be without violating Nz constraints. This measure must
eventually be found in order to prevent a return to shooting methods as a means of
ensuring compliance with design criteria.
The second aspect of the recommendations in this area was briefly mentioned in the first.
The onboard generation concept envisioned redefining the dynamic pressure schedule as
a coarse adjustment of the total ground track length. However, this thesis does not
include a definite standard for determining suitable length while accounting for varying
degrees of maneuverability associated with different schedules. This standard will
possibly take the form of a computation including initial downrange, crossrange, heading
angle, and energy to denote a suitable ground track length and the general dynamic
pressure schedule needed to obtain it. This will not only provide the ground track solver
with an optimal length to speed up its iteration, but could also save time if it indicates that
no solution will be possible.
Ground Track Solver: Significant discussion was presented on the subject of an efficient
and intelligent ground track solver. The creation of a routine that is finely tuned to the
task at hand, and possess a warm start or a correction capability for slightly adjusting its
original output, is paramount to the overall function of the onboard generation concept.
This capability should be utilized in the trajectory design both internally and externally of
the guidance cycle. Internally, the solver must be able to "nudge" the ground track
prediction back into alignment with the nodes of the actual 3-D trajectory as it is being
generated. This cooperation will minimize the errors caused by inaccurate flight path
angle prediction and resulting in a misalignment at the ALI. Externally, if the vehicle
finds itself off of the trajectory it was originally passed, the solver can use its warm start
ability to redesign the ground track from the new vehicle state without having to start
completely from scratch.
Another possibility for work related to the ground track solver is an investigation into
better methods for garnering the necessary inputs. In the current setup, both a wings
level and a limiting Nz spiral profile must be flown before actually designing the ground
track. Again, these profiles are necessary to provide information on predicted flight path
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angles and turning capabilities. However, if a more analytical means of accurately
predicting this information were available that did not include pre-generating these two
full trajectories, it would greatly increase total program execution time.
General Propagation Algorithm Sensitivities: Finally, a small number of iterative
robustness and sensitivity issues which afflict the propagation routine must be worked out
before the concept can truly be considered for an onboard system. These sensitivities, as
well as some possible solutions, are discussed in Appendix A.
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Appendix A
Propagator Sensitivities
A.1 Discontinuous Atmospheric Density Derivatives
The equations of motion require both a value for density at each altitude step and a value
for how that density is changing between steps. During the initial design stages, the
scripts utilized in this research employed the same ATMOS4 density model as used by
Orbital [15]. ATMOS4 functions as a simple table lookup, accepting an altitude
referenced to mean sea level, and returning the corresponding density in lb/ft3 . The
density derivative with respect to altitude was then acquired with a simple Euler
backward difference between the density at the present step and that at the previous step.
However, the ATMOS4 model was created by merging three different polynomial fits of
empirical density values for three sequential altitude ranges. While this process resulted
in an exponential model that appears smooth in the density space, its derivative with
respect to altitude (dd,) revealed otherwise.
Figure A.1 shows both the density curve and the dA curve versus altitude. There are
three distinct discontinuities present in the d 4h curve, which betray the presence of the
three distinct polynomials. These discontinuities proved a major challenge to the
iterative method used here. The reason for this is the heavy dependence of flight path
angle (y) on d",. Even with a smooth density derivative, small changes in slope between
iteration steps would manifest themselves directly in the resulting y profile. With such a
keen influence on the suitable flight path angle to balance the equations, any derivative
discontinuities, like those shown here, can cause large fluctuations in the y iteration and
even non-convergence.
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Figure A.1a: ATMOS4 Density Curve
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Figure A.1b: ATMOS4 Density Derivative Curve
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So, the decision was made to bypass this obstacle by patching the ATMOS4 model. To
do so, the slopes at the top and bottom of the density curve were maintained, but a cubic
spline was fitted between them and the lookup table generated from those interpolated
values. The iteration thus receives its density and density derivative information from the
array of these new values. While there is a disparity between the constructed density
curve and that from the ATMOS4 model, the difference is small. Of greater importance is
the fact that the derivative with respect to a fixed altitude step is now guaranteed
continuous (Figure A.2).
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Figure A.2: Spline Fit Density Derivative Curve
Later testing with both Step profiles and the GRAM95 statistical density model revealed
two very important tendencies. First, it seems that when forcing the propagator to follow
a predetermined flight path angle profile, the algorithm has no problems using a
discontinuous density model. In fact, it will actually incorporate the discontinuities into
the design. This unexpected stability is most likely due to the removal of the most
sensitive iterative loop, which functions to determine the suitable flight path angle.
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Second, it also appears that the full three-loop propagator can handle the discontinuous
model provided it does not approach the instabilities associated with the dip in the
aerodynamic coefficient data. This nuance is discussed in the next section. However,
even if future research provides a remedy for those instabilities that would allow a return
to the use of a discontinuous density models, this back step should not be taken. Since
the discontinuities directly affect the resulting trajectory design, recommendations for
best possible results and future use of the propagator should include the stipulation that
density models be smoothly varying and continuous.
A.2 Aerodynamic Coefficient Table Dips
Due to the limited resolution of the aerodynamic coefficient tables and data, sharp
discontinuities, or dips, are found throughout. The majority of these dips are minor and
tend to have no significant affect on the trajectory design. However, one particular dip in
the Drag coefficient table is extremely prominent and so are its detrimental effects on the
propagation.
Once again, the aero coefficient tables are entered with an angle of attack and a Mach
number, and return the corresponding coefficients for Lift and Drag as well as the elevon
trim position. Figure A.3 provides a snapshot of the Drag coefficient (CD) data over a
range of Mach numbers (1.5 to 2.5 in mach 0.1 increments) and for three different brake
settings (00, 55', and 1030).
The three plots in Figure A.3 clearly show the presence of a dip in the CD data at a=3*.
Above and below the range of Mach numbers represented in this figure, the dip begins to
smooth itself out. However, it is within this range that many of the angle of attack
profiles for the trajectory designs naturally approach the 30 value. When this happens,
the angle of attack loop in the propagator algorithm begins to jump back and forth
between equivalent CD values on either side of the dip. At times, the propagation
manages to pass through this unstable region and regain its composure on the other side,
however at other times the erratic behavior will cause the iteration to diverge. Figure A.4
and A.5 present two angle of attack profiles for a Max Dive trajectory. The first is a
normal profile with the negative lift protect engaged. The second removes the negative
lift protect and allows the generator to continue its design into the unstable region, after
which it promptly fails. Notice how the angle of attack profile for the normal design in
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Figure A.4 begins to show signs of instability around a=3* before the lift protect is
engaged.
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Figure A.3: Drag Coefficient Table Dips
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Figure A.4: Normal Max Dive Angle of Attack Profile
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At this time, it is uncertain whether or not this situation is the result of the dip itself or
simply the fact that the dip is so sharp and sudden. A new aero table at a higher
resolution would show the same trend in the aero data, but the discontinuity would be
superseded by a smooth curve. It is possible that this smoother data would result in a
much more stable iteration around the dip.
A.3 Number of Iteration Points
As a final note, the number of altitude points used in the iteration does factor into the
performance of the algorithm. Generally, using more points at smaller altitude step sizes
will increase the precision of the design. However, decreasing the step size by half (i.e.
doubling the number of iteration points) for the Max Dive trajectory that produced the
profile in Figure A.4 has the opposite effect in the most negative sense. It appears that a
larger step size (i.e. fewer points) over the same total altitude interval can help the
propagator "step over", or move past more rapidly, instabilities like the table dip. In fact,
when trying to duplicate the profile in Figure A.4 with twice as many points, the
propagator failed after encountering the dip.
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However, for trajectories other than the Max Dive, increasing or reducing the number of
altitude steps within a reasonable range has little effect on the resulting profiles. Figure
A.6 shows three angle of attack profiles for a randomly selected 300-psf reference
trajectory from 85,993 ft to 10,000 ft using different altitude step sizes.
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Figure A.6: Angle of Attack Profiles Using Different Numbers of Iteration Points
The general trend of all three profiles is the same, with the rightmost two being almost
indistinguishable. However, a claim of any one of the three being the most desirable is
currently untenable. Fewer points portend greater generation speed at the cost of some
trajectory precision. More points imply exactly the opposite. This thesis did not attempt
to find the optimum number of iteration points, but instead designed around
an intuitively chosen 1000 ft step size.
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